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metropolitan area. But now it is neces-
sary to wait a couple of generations until
the forests grow again.

On the farming properties with timber
growing on them, the farmers, if they can
make a few hundred or a few thousand
pounds from royalties, are not much con-
cerned about the timber position in 50
Years' time; but our natural heritage has
been sacrificed for them. Bit by bit it wrnl
disappear and that will be the end of it.

Mr. Court: But when they sell that tim-
ber they are relieving the State forests of
something.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: That
is so, but when it is gone It is gone for
ever.

Mr. Court: But that is part of your
forestry plan.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: No,
the plan is for perpetual forests on a ro-
tational basis.

Mr. Court: That is for your State forests,
but as you cut these private lands, two
things are achieved-one, you save the
demand on the State forests; and two,
these lands come into agricultural pro-
duction.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Yes.
We are making the best of a bad job; but
it is criminal that the land was ever per-
mitted to be used for other than forestry
purposes because sooner or later it will be
entirely lost to forestry; and there are
other areas which are eminently suitable
for the various forms of agriculture. it
is obvious that so much farming land is
being retained in its timbered condition
that it is a better timber proposition than
a farming proposition.

Mr. Court: Not necessarily. There are
other reasons why a farmer keeps some of
his land timbered.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: yes, a
little for protection and for firewood, fenc-
ing and a few things like that, but that is
not what I am discussing.

Mr. Court: He often has to bide his
time for capital to develop the property.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Over
a period of from 50 to 100 years?

Mr. Court: They are exceptional cases.
The MINISTER FOR HOUS8ING: No,

they are not. Because of this discussion, I
will approach the Forests Department to
see whether we can get some fair samples
in order to show the hon. member what
I mean.

Mr. Roberts: When you mentioned about
transposing privately owned areas, In the
forest areas, from an aerial photograph
you will not be able to tell the areas of
bushland that have been developed for
pasture purposes. A lot of undergrowth has
been cleared from beneath the trees.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: It is
obvious the member for Bunbury has never
seen an aerial photograph. It is almost
Possible to count the number of leaves on a.
tree.

Mr. Roberts: You will not see the pasture
land underneath the trees.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Yes,
without any difficulty.

Mr. Wild: Will the Minister have a look
at the proposition I put up to him about
gravel in the Armadale district, because
the remarks he made tonight, I am sure,
do not apply to that district. There is
other gravel there which is of a very low
grade.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: An
undertaking was given by the Conserva-
tor of Forests, although it is not his jab,
to indicate many places where gravel
could be obtained; and he has done that
very thing for quite a number of local
authorities.

Mr. Wild: if you get him to point out-
The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Would

the hon. member make his approaches
other than during this debate?

Vote put and passed.
Vote-Forests, £347,409-agreed to.
Progress reported.

House adjourned at 10.26 p.m.
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QUESTION.

RAILWAYS.
Details of Revenue, etc., Fremantle-

Kalgoorlie and Eastern States.

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON asked the Minister
for Railways:

(1) What would be the income and ex-
penditure in respect of railway operation
from Fremantle to Kalgoorlie on each of
the following sections for the years ended
the 30th June, 1955. 1956, 1957-

(a) Section Fremantle to Northam;
(b) Section Northam to Merredini;
(c) Section Merredin to Kalgoorlie?

4 2.) What proportion of total railway
-traffic passes between Western Australia
and the Eastern States?

*The MINISTER replied;,

1954-55 1055-56. 1950-57.

(1) Fremantle . Nortitam
(suburban excepted)

Earning .... 2,388,514 2,385,553 2,695,147
Expehilture _,1,809,797 2,034,693 2,385,780

Eat Nartham* Eec-
redin:-

Earnings$ 927,765 989,353 1,097.899
Expenditure . 867,611 1,002,285 1,003,678

Mlerredln - Kambalis
(Merredin excluded)
Earning,3 1,146,266 1,255,885 1,238,0317
Ex penditure 1,414.01 11,655,071 1,830,843

(2) Journeys 49% -45% .89%
Tonnage 1340% 1-77% 1-01%

BILLS (2)-THIRD READING.
1. Bush Fires Act Amendment.

Returned to the Assembly with an
amendment.

2, Marketing of Potatoes Act Amend-
ment,

Returned to the Assembly with
amendments.

BILLS (2)-REPORT.

1. Chiropodists.
2, Local Government.

Adopted.

BILL-CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOL
LANDS ACT AMENDMENT.

in Committee.

Hion. W. R. Hall in the Chair; the Min-
ister for Railways in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 3-agreed to.

Clause 4-Section 5 repealed and re-
enacted with amendments.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
move an amenldment-

That the word "moneys" in line 30,
page 2. be struck out and the words
"proceeds, moneys, rents, Issues and
profits" inserted in. lieu.

It was promised in another place that this
amendment would be inserted.

Amendment put and passed.

on motions by the Minister for Railways,
clause further consequentially amended

Striking out the word "moneys" in
line 32, page 2, and inserting the
words "proceeds, moneys, rents, issues,
profits and interest" in lieu:

striking out the word "moneys" in
line 10, page 6, and inserting the
words "proceeds, moneys, rents, issues,
profits and interest" in lieu;

striking out the word "moneys" in
line 14, page 6, and inserting the
words "proceeds, moneys, rents, issues,
profits and interest" in lieu.

Clause, as amended, agreed to.
Clause 5, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported with amendments.

BILL-ROMAN CATHOLIC VICARIATE
OF THE KIMWBERLEYS PROPERTY.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 17th October.

HON. C. H. SIMPSON (Midland) 14.45):
My object in securing the adjournment
of the debate wvas simply to give members
an opportunity to look at this BiDl in case
any of them might wish to comment on
it. The measure seems to be perfectly
straight -forward, its purpose being to deal
with the administration of the property
belonging to the Roman Catholic church.
I have no objection to the Bill and sup-
port the second reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

BILL-SUPPLY (No. 2). f£1.00,000.
Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 17th October.

THE MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS (Hon.
H. C. Strickland-North-in reply) [4.49]:
There were some queries raised by Mr.
Simpson and Dr. Hislop and I shall deal
with them now. Mr. Simpson criticised the
Government, stating that expenditure in
the metropolitan area was being under-
taken at the expense of the country areas.

Ron. L. A. Logan: Are you replying to
the debate?

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: Yes.
I-on, L. A. Logan: I secured the adjourn-

ment of the debate, Mr. President. and I
did not hear you call the Order of the Day.
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The PRESIDENT: I called Order of the
Day No. 7 and the minister rose in reply.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: Per-
haps when we are considering Clause 2
Mr. Logan could make any remarks he
wishes to make. Mr. Simpson asserted
that the Government was spending far too
much money in the metropolitan area, to
the detriment of country districts. That
statement should not be allowed to pass
unchallenged, because the Government has
never neglected the country areas, and I
propose to read some figures of expendi-
ture on various items that will illustrate
that the policy of the Government is to
distribute its expenditure as evenly as
possible, and to see that country areas get
their fair share.

In 1956-57, the amount of money receiv-
ed for petrol tax funds was £6,031,987.
Of that sum, £5,255,813, or 87.8 per cent.,
was spent on country roads.

Hon. Sir Charles Lathamn: You could not
help it. The Federal Act provided for that.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
There has been criticism in connection
with the Narrows bridge.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: You carried
out the requirements of the Act.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: No:
more than was laid down under the Act.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham., You cannot
spend it in the metropolitan area.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
Propose to show that although the Act does
provide for percentages to be spent in cer-
tain areas, that-percentage has been ex-
ceeded in country areas, so far as main
roads funds are concerned, and that the
city has not received the proportion which
it could fairly claim under the Act. How-
ever. it has not suffered in that respect,
because there are other funds available for
city roads. Of the amount collected,
£5,25,813 was spent on country roads and
£132,320. or only 12.2 per cent. was spent
in the metropolitan area. Of that amount,
£427,310 was spent on the Narrows bridge
works.

Hon. C. H. Simpson: How much?

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: The
amrount was £421,310 from the 1956-57 main
roads petrol moneys. Of the 1957-58 petrol
tax payments. £432,000 win be aflocated
to the Narrows bridge and £31,000 to the
duplication of Canning bridge. In 1956-5?,
£108,786 has been spent on the Albany har-
bour, and £33,000 has been allocated this
year for the completion of No. 2 berth.
Last year. C50,000 was spent on Geraidton
harbour in providing a special fendering
system. Provision has been made this year
for £9,000 to be spent on removal of a via-
duct and breakwater repairs at.oeraldton,
and £12,500 for the completion of fishing
boat berth. etc. An amount of £83,000 has

been set aside this year for jetty improve-
ments and dredging at Bunbury, and
£82,000 is being provided for additions and
improvements to North-West jetties.

The expenditure on the comprehensive
water supply scheme-including Common-
wealth subsidy-was £1,033,138 In 1956-57,
and the expenditure proposed for this year
Is £1.120,000. The 1956-57 expenditure on
oldfields water supply was £305,993, and

in 1957-58 it will be £380,500. The amount
spent on buildings was £107,172 and
£138,302 on engineering during 1956-57 in
the North-West district. The Kimberleys
were also allocated £300,000 for this pur-
pose in 1957-58. Last year, £383,325 was
spent on country water .supplies and
£235,432 on country drainage and irriga-
tion. Of this last amount, £167,51i was
spent on Wellington Damn and £258,000
will be used this year on raising the dam.
During 1957-58, £355,000 will he spent on
the Cunderdin-Minnivale main, and
£468,000 on the Narrogin-Katanning- main.

Other water supply expenditure in-
cludes £58,000 on the Yorkrakine spur
and £62,000 on a main southward from
Merredin to the West Narembeen tank,
£20,000 at Kwolyin, and £18,000 on the
South Doodlakine and South Tammin ex-
tensions. An amount of £318,500 has been
provided for enlargements, renovations
and improvements etc., to the Goldfields
water supply. The amount of £237,000
has been set aside for country towns
water supplies, the main expenditure be-
ing Lake Grace £:50,000: Albany £37,000
and Oeraldton £303,000. An amount of
£60,000 will be spent on the Collie main
channel enlargement.

The State Electricity Commission has
spent enormous sums of money in coun-
try areas. The first unit of the Bunbury
power station has been brought into opera-
tion and the construction of the next two
30,000 kilowatt sets is proceeding satis-
factorily. A considerable amount of rail-
way loan fund expenditure Is in country
areas. We know that there are very large
sums of railway expenditure in country
areas, particularly on track rehabilitation.
There are many other examples which
could be quoted.

If time allowed and figures could be
thoroughly examined, it would be found
that the assertion of Mr. Simpson is not
correct and that the expenditure in the
city has not been to the detriment of
country areas. Mr. Simpson also wanted
to know how the amount of £1,000,000
deficit in railway finances might be
brought about in this financial year. it is
estimated that on top of depreciation,
amounting to more than Ell million and
interest approaching £2,250,000, the
balance of the amount will be made up
of the difference between revenue .and
operating, expenses.-
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Hon. C. H. Simpson: Are not interest
and depreciation higher than in previous
years?I

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: Yes,
according to the amount of loan funds
expended and the value of the new plant
to be put into operation. I would expect
them to be somewhat higher this year.
The exact amounts have not yet been
checked1 but for the 12 months ended
June, 1957, the depreciation came to
£1,335,457 and the interest bill was
£.2,118,719. So, as the hon, member said,
these amounts will be higher in the current
financial year because the loan funds
have been increased by some £4,000,000
and a lot of new plant has been brought
into use, and this will necessarily raise
the depreciation account. The balance will
be the difference between revenue and
operating expenditure. Members will ap-
preciate this point because the railways
are operating on 1953 freights but with
1957 costs. The gap, therefore, Is somewhat
large.

Members will recall that Dr. Hislop
sought some information In connection
with the north switch road from the Nar-
rows bridge. It will be remembered that
he raised the samne matter in his address
in September, 1958. and it was then pointed
out in reply that the development of the
switch road across the city, connecting the
Narrows with the proposed Yahichep high-
way and the north-western suburbs would
be the second stage of development after
the bridge over the Narrows was built, In
the first stage it is expected to intercept
a large proportion of the city-bound traf-
fic from the Narrows and Mounts Bay-rd.
in the large parking area to be provided
on the foreshore reclamation.

With a view to ascertaining the prob-
able traffic demand on the western switch
road and obtaining figures for its rate of
growth, the Main Roads Department has
this year undertaken a continuous traffic
count on the Canning Highway and an
origin and destination survey for the city,
the results of which are now being
analysed. The results of this analysis will
indicate the degree of urgency for the
construction of the switch road. The hon.
member has been misinformed as to a re-
vised alignment of the switch road. The
plans now being prepared in the Main
Roads Department still adhere substan-
tially to the alignment recommended in
the Stephenson plan along the line of
George-st.

Again, Dr. Hislop was Informed in Sep-
tember, 1958, that when considering the
alternatives of the George-st. and Mill-
gan-st. alignments for the western switch
road, it was necessary to be clear as to
the functions of this road, The switch road
is part of an Inner ring or girdle road
comprising Riverside Drive, the switch
road and an improved Roe-st.: and its
function is to permit traffic to flow freely

around the city centre without having to
pass through the more congested streets
of the centre.

Thus it must be provided with a dequate
entry and exit points, properly designed
as to traffic capacity, but not so many
that the free flow of traffic is too much
impeded. It must also bound the commer-
cial and business centre of the city on the
west and must connect readily with the
proposed Yanchep highway and the north-
western suburbs. For these reasons the
proposed Milllgan-st. line is not satisfac-
tory.

Traffic studies have been made in res-
pect to peak hour movement generated
between the city centre and the various
suburbs, and these will be amplified when
the origin and destination analysis is
completed. The preliminary figures ob-
tained show very clearly that the western
switch road cannot be taken across the
city without grade separations; and
once this requirement is accepted, it is
clear that the Millllgan-st. line will require
resumptions at least as costly as those on
the George-st. line, to say nothing of
the increased construction costs due to
the greater length of the Yanchep high-
way.

The further point should be made that
because of the round levels, satisfactory
grade separation for a highway on the
Milligan-st. line can be obtained only by
provision of much steeper grades between
Hay-st. and Murray-st. than are accept-
able for a major road of this type. In
short, comprehensive consideration has
been given already to the alternative Mill!-
gan-st. line, and it has been considered
much less satisfactory than the propored
George-st. line.

The Government has not changed its
mind in regard to the provision of the
western switch road and a route to the
north-western suburbs. As indicated, it
has proceeded further with traffic engin-
eering surveys directed toward an eco-
nomic design and a programming of the
project. A great deal of preliminary work
has also been done on the drawing board
in respect of the geometric design of the
structures required.

Before* the scheme can be implemented,
it is necessary to obtain the City Council's
concurrence and agreement as to its re-
sponsibility and financial share in the pro-
ject. In the technical stages of planning,
there is co-operation between officers of
the City Council and of the Main Roads
Department. I think what I have said
will answer the query that the hon. mem-
ber raised.

Question put and passed.
Bi11 read a6 second time.

17n Committtee.
Bill Passed through Committee without

debate, reported without' amendment and
the report adopted.
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BILL-INSPECTION OF MACHINERY
ACT AMENDMENT.

Received from the Assembly and read
a first time.

BILL-BETTING CONTROL ACT
CONTINUANCE.
Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 17th October.

BON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland) [5.103:
As one who supported the measure in
the first place. I feel it incumbent on me
to say something on this Bill, which seeks
to take away the time limit and make the
legislation permanent. When the Bill
was first introduced, I expressed the opin-
ion that upon the personnel of the board
would depend the success of starting-price
bookmaking operations. Up to the pres-
ent I have had no cause to change my
opinion, and I still believe that the func-
tions of the board are principally con-
cerned with ensuring that starting-price
bookmaking Is a. success.

We have been told that all is not well,
and that certain things are happening
within the board or among the book-
makers themselves. I do not intend to
make that same accusation, because I have
not any knowledge that such is the posi-
tion. The suggestion has also been made
that about four operators control start-
ing-price bookmaking. In this connection
I would say that probably four operators
control the greatest amount of money: but
because they control the finance, it does
not necessarily mean that other people
are dummnying for them. It must be re-
membered that small operators outback,
who are not financial enough to carry all
the burden themselves, naturally lay off
with another bookmaker.

So we have the position that a book-
maker who operates, perhaps, in one of
our larger country towns, will ring up an-
other bookmaker in the town and lay off
with him. If the second bookmaker thinks
it looks red hot, and he cannot carry it,
he will lay the bet off with one of the
larger operators in the city. This sort of
thing went on before starting-price book-
making was made legal.

In Geraldton we used to have some-
thing like 20 touts or operators around
the back alleyways. Sometimes they took
a risk themselves--not very often-and
that was when the poor old punter, if he
had a win, got caught, because the fellow
could not pay him. But as there was
nothing legal about the transaction he
could not collect. In turn, the majority
of these s.p. operators used to pay what-
ever they collected into the pocket of the
larger operators in the town; and those
fellows, if they did not have sufficient
finance to carry the baby, laid off with
the bigger man in the city.

That isa the reason why the business
camne back to the four big operators here;
and I think that will continue to happen
until such time as the operators in both
the country towns and the city build up
sufficient reserves to carry their own risks.
If they do that they will be able-but not
altogether-to keep away from the big
men.

To me it seems unfortunate that the
smaller men in the country have for the
purpose of getting information, to lay off
to a certain extent with the operators In
the city. Unless they do pass a certain
amount of business through to the big
operators, the information which they re-
quire for the conduct of their businesses
is not forthcoming.

I know one operator who, for 12 maonths,
kept laying off with a city bookmaker;
and he found that he was not getting
anywhere. 'He decided, therefore, to take
a risk and to carry all the money that
was laid with him. He finished up well
and truly in front: but had he had a bad
run at that time he could have finished
up on the wrong side of the ledger.
* Dr. Hislop said that he is satisfied that
gambling is inherent not only in Austra,-
lians but also in many other people of
the World. I do not think many people
realise just how much gambling goes on
throughout this State, let alone the rest
of Australia. If one likes to snoop around
different places and different organisa-
tions one will realise, the same as I have
done, that the amount of betting carried
on in Western Australia is colossal.

It occurs throughout all walks of life,
among all types, and with many different
forms of gambling. So by bringing s.p.
bookmaking into the open. I think we
have done a good job. in saying that, I
do not want it to be thought that I am
wholeheartedly behind s.p. bookmaking. I
believe-and I said this at the time the
legislation was introduced-that other
than telephone betting, we could stop all
forms of s.p. bookmaking.

I know it has been said that that is
impossible. But had the Government of
the day, or any Governent, been willing
to tackle the problem; and had it been
willing to gaol the scouts and touts-
those who were taking the burden off the
shoulders of the big shots who were work-
ing behind doors and who were not game
to come out in the open-it would not
have been long before we would have
forced the big operators to accept the risks
themselves. By that means, they would
have had to take the risk of going behind
bars or going out of existence.

However, the difficulty is in regard to
telephone betting. Because the postal de-
partment comes under the control of the
Commonwealth Government, the Govern-
ment of Western Australia has no control
over it; and I would say that at least
50 per cent. of the s.p. betting carried on
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tioday Is done per Medium of the -tele-
phone.- Of 'course, the difficulty is how
to control' it

There is one aspect of-s.p. betting about
which I am not very happy; and I refer
to the functions of Tates Press. This orga-
nisation has the blessing 6f the board.. and
it is the source of information in regard
to starting prices for all races: its infor-
mation is disseminated throughout all the
bookmakers in Western Australia. How-
ever, the small man has to pay the same
price as the big man for this Infornation;
and in my opinion, that is wrong.
Even the smallest bookmaker cannot get
his information from any source other
than through Tates Press; and for that
service he has to pay at least £28 to £00
per month.

Hon. H. K. Watson: What wkLs the posi-
tion before the Act came into operation?

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Tates Press operated
then: that organisation has always dis-
seminated the information throughout
Western Australia. However, I do not know
what the bookmakers paid for the infor-
mation in those days. Today It costs the
small bookmaker £28 to £30 a month . Not
long ago three or four of the smaller book-
makers bucked about this proposition and
refused to pay £7 or £8 a week for the
information which they were getting, and
they obtained it from other bookmakers
in their area, who, In their turn, were
obtaining it from rates. But the three or
four men involved almost lost their Ii-
cences: so it looks as though the organisa-
tion is a pretty strong one.

I had to go to the three bookmakers con-
cerned and warn them that if they were
found giving this information to the other
bookmakers in their area they would run
the risk of losing their licenees also. I did
not ask which bookmaker was giving in-
formation, because I thought that was
wrong; but I 'warned them what was likely
to happen. I do not know who owns or con-
trols the organisation. But it Is certainly a
big business; and in my opinion, its
charges, for the information given , are
rather high.

It was suggested in an editorial In this
morning's issue of "The West Australian"
that the amount of tax paid by book-
makers is not sufficient. The writer, in his
wisdom, contended that the s.p. bookmak-
ers should pay 131 per cent., the same as
is paid by the totalisator people. If one
analyses that statement one realises just
how ridiculous it is.

The Minister for Railways: Totalisator
people do not have to pay any rent.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: it was a silly state-
ment coming from a leader writer of the
leading paper in Western Australia. How
could these people pay 13J per cent. on
their gross revenue before they even started
to pay tax? These bookmakers are run-
fling businesses: and to say that they

could pay 131 per cent. on their gross turn-
over is just'too silly. These' newspaper
people ought to be realistic about things.

We have all read reports regarding the
totalisator system. Mr. Stratton made a
report in regard to it; and there was one
remark I would like to mention. He said
that if people want to bet, they should go
to the courses to do it. How does he ex-
pest anybody outside a radius of 20 miles
from the course, to be able to go to the
course to bet? Then in the next breath
he says that totalisators should be in-
stalled. He cannot expect people to go to
the course to do their betting if totalisators
are built outside the course. I am afraid
the thinking of people like that is rather
strange. He also said in his report that
the prospect of s.p. betting carrying on
was not very bright.

I also noticed, in the report of a Vic-
torian committee, that the same thing was
said. The statement was-

The survival there seems doubtful.
1 would like to know on whose authority
that statement was made, That was in-
formation given to the Government, and
it seemed to me that the writer was tread-
ing on rather dangerous ground, People
saying such things should give further
consideration to their statements.

Recently, when I was in South Australia,
I was the guest of a local race club, and
one of the committee men lectured me
about the evils of s&p. bookmaking. He
tried to tell me that it would not last. But
the fact that it failed in South Australia
is no reason why it should fail here. Had
that South Australian committeeman seen
the conditions that obtained in this
State prior to the passing of this Act, I
think he would have agreed that the only
thing to do was to take the action that
we took in an endeavour to clean up some
of the anomalies that existed. I will go
so far as to say that in Geraldton condi-
tions are 100 per cent, better than they
were before.

Hion. G. E. Jeffery: They are 1,000 per
cent, better.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: They are 100 per
cent, better; and we have to keep things
that way. I told the bookmakers them-
selves, at the luncheon to which I was
invited, that the position rested with
them; and It was up to them if they
wanted bookmaking to remain legal. The
responsibility is theirs to do the job
properly.

At the same time, the Betting Control
Board also has a responsibility. lImmedi-
ately the board starts any shenanigan
individual bookmakers are inclined to try
to do the same thing. I only hope that
the board will continue to hold the same
strong views it has had up to now.

One or two suggestions have been made
that the position is not all that it might
be. I will go so far as to say that there
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are one or two things about which I am
not satisfied. I will not go into any detail
because I do not know the facts; but I
give a warning to the board, and to the
s.p. bookmakers, that if they do not keep
the game clean they will not get my vote
to continue the legislation alter a certain
period.

In Committee I intend to support an
amendment which will have the effect of
bringing this legislation before Parliament
at a future date. That will be a warning
to the board, and to the s~p. bookmakers,
that if they do not keep the game clean
the matter of legalised bookmaking can
be brought up for discussion. With those
remarks I support the second reading.

THE MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
(Hon. H. C. Strickland-North-In reply)
[5.28]:- I think Mr. Logan's remarks were
very pertinent, and they certainly covered
the situation as it exists today. I1 agree
with very much of what he said. Mr.
Murray, in his speech, referred to my
statement that the operations of the Act
had been most successful; and that there
was not the slightest doubt that from all
angles a continuance of the legislation
will mean betting will be kept under the
strictest vigilance and control.

He said that my statement was not in
accordance with his views. However, when
I said that everybody appeared to -be
satisfied, 1 had not heard the opinion of
the hon. member; and I shall now qualify
the statement by saying that at least Mr.
Murray, and "The West Australian," are
two who do not agree with it. The hon.
member raised considerable doubt about
the correctness of the statement, but gave
no reason for his doubt.

As everyone knows, one of the Prime
reasbns for creating the Betting Control
Act Was to eliminate the unsavoury Sys-
tem of illegal street and shop betting
which was increasing over the years, and
which was carried on in shops, hotels,
streets, lanes, parks, etc., with little or
no restraint regarding young persona, or
those in a drunken condition. No one can
truthfully say that betting control has
not practically eliminated that disgraceful
state of affairs.

With regard to Prosecutions it Is not to
be wondered at that in the first year of
betting control, following years of un-
controlled betting, a comparatively large
number of persons who were forbidden
by the Act to bet or enter betting premises
would endeavour to do so. It is just as
logical to conclude that later, when con-
trol was properly established, there would
be a lesser number of persons attempting
to breach the Act.

It is to the credit of the licensed book-
makers themselves, as well as the vigilance
of the police and the control exercised

by the board that the provisions of the
Act have been so well adhered to. it is
very much to the advantage of book-
makers that they conduct their premises
as they are required to do.

Through his inspection of various pre-
mises Mr. Murray doubted the genuine-
ness of the reduction in the number of
offences. Which premises has he visited
and what was the nature of the offences
he allegedly saw committed? He did not
assist the administration by bringing such
matters to their notice, which he could
have done confidentially.

It is a Practical impossibility for the
police to see every breach of the Betting
Control Act that is committed, any more
than they can be present to see every
breach of the Traffic Act or the Licensing
Act or the Criminal Code or any other
Act. Mr. Murray acknowledged that the'
bookmakers co-operated in policing the
Act in the - early .period of the Act's
history.

He went on to make the astounding
statement' tbiat because the number of.
prosecutiobs were considerably lowered in.
the second year of operations--un-
doubtedly because of the successful con-
trol and conduct of betting premises--this
was due to t 'hose who are entrusted with
the control of prosecutions having de-
veloped a feeling that conditions are much
the same as when illegal betting was rife,
in the State and thereby were not
interested.

How ban it reasonably be alleged that
conditions are the same as formerly? Ob-
viously they are not; and, again, what
grounds are there for saying that those
in authority are not Interested? Mr. Mur-
ray has merely expressed his opinion, but
he has not given any reasons to support
it. I suggest that the facts prove the
contrary.

It is not surprising to find the greater
number of prosecutions are of Juveniles
or under-age persons. Before the Act,
betting in premises, and obstruction of
traffic in thoroughfares aggravated by bet-
ting were the offences committed. Under'
the Act, betting is lawful1 but certain
classes of persons are prohibited from en-
tering betting premises. The largest class
of these consists of under-age persons.
Obviously a proportion of that class who
were used to betting previously would
endeavour to continue even when the Act
forbade them, until it became obvious that
it would not pay to pursue their attempts.
Hence the proportionately large number
of charges against juveniles in the first
year compared with the second year.

The assertion of Mr. Murray that where
the juvenile remains on premises or bets
on premises, the bookmaker is equally
liable to prosecution, could easily be mis-
construed. In some eases they could be
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equally liable, but in possibly the majority
of oases the bookmaker would not be
liable.

A person under 21 commits an offence
if he bets or tries to obtain a. bet in
registered premises. A bookmaker, how-
ever, commits an offence if he knowingly
bets with a person apparently under 21
years of age, or permits a person under
21 years to enter his premises. In the
first case, the only qualification is that
the person is in fact under 21 years. If
m such a case the person was so obviously
under age the bookmaker or his employee
would be equally liable In so far as he
could not plead that the lad appeared
to be 21 years of age.

in cases where it would be difficult to
decide whether a person was under or
over 21-and there are many from 18
to 21 who by reason of their physique and
the nature of their employment, especi-
ally if dressed in working clothes, are
In that category-a bookmaker or his em-
ployees would not be liable. The law Is
reasonable In that regard. The youth
who looks 21 years of age, but Is not,
knows that he is committing an offence
in such circumstances; whereas the book-
maker or his employee-perhaps in well-
patronised premises and during a busy
period-has to guess whether a particdilar
person is under or over 21 years. Simi-
lar provisions are contained in the Li-
censing Act, but a licensee or his servant
Is not prosecuted on every occasion when
a person who is under 21 is supplied with
liquor; only, in fact, when the latter Is
apparently under 21 years of age.

It was explained by Mr. Murray how
police obtain prosecutions. He is em-
phatic that it is not the result of police
visits to betting premises. In that regard,
he can Just as emphatically be disagreed
with, in most cases. In the metropolitan
area the plainclothes police frequently
visit betting premises and in the country
such duty is carried out by uniformed
police.

it is obvious again that some offences
are committed when the police are not
in the vicinity, for they cannot always
be watching betting premises. At such
times, if Juveniles enter betting premises
and attempt to make bets and they are
discovered by the vigilance of the book-
maker, it is to the bookmaker's credit
that he co-operates with the police and
assists in maintaining the law.

Is he not also justified In disclosing an
offence committed by another person on
his premises, rather than allow it to con-
tinue and take the risk of being charged
with being a party to the same offence,
especially when, as well as being subject
to a monetary penalty, he may. place his
licpnce in Jeopardy? The board has power
under Regulation 58 to suspend or cancel
a. licence if the conduct thereof Justifies
tha~t course being taken.

it was further stated by Mr. Murray-
It is well known that the majority

of prosecutions against juveniles re-
sulted from information given by
bookmakers to the police.

He did not state by whom it is well known.
But although the reference to police

and bookmakers appears to be made in
a spirit of reflection on them, the hon.
member pointed out that, "That was not
so bad." What was bad, he said, was
that a youth had a winning bet in regis-
tered betting premises and before he had
time to collect his winnings, the police
were informed. it was not the bookmaker
who had accepted the bet and who had
informed the police who was charged, but
the youth in question.

If there is any fault to find in that
statement it Is with the police failing in
their duty by not prosecuting the book-
maker as well as the youth. However, if
the youth was not apparently under 21
years of age and the bookmaker did not
knowingly bet with an under-aged person,
then the bookmaker did not commit an
offence and the police were not remiss in
their duty.

Hon. H. K. Watson: Did the youth go
to the police station at Roe-st. to report
the fact that he had committed the of -
fence?

The MINISTER FMR RAILWAYS: I
have not got the details. The hon. mem-
ber proceeded to say-

When he was convicted of the
charge his solicitor endeavoured to
get a refund of the stake; but be-
cause there is no provision in the Act
for that to be done and because the
bet was illegal, the court did not order
the refund of the stake. The money
was not handed over to the Crown:
it remained in the bookmaker's
pocket.

If this is a factual case, the solicitor
for the defendent did not sufficiently pur-
sue his client's interests. Even without
the authority of the court, had he quoted
in court, or acted Independently under,
Regulation 113 there would not have been
any complaint. The regulation states,-

No bookmaker shall refuse or ne-
glect to repay to the bettor immedi-
ately on demand any money received
by the bookmaker in connection with
any bet which is made contrary to
the Act or regulations,

There was, in fact, no cause for corn-
alaint. The solicitor was at fault; not the
law.

The hon. member wound up his refer-
ence to Juveniles by stating-

These are the types of thing that go
on under this legislation, The state-
ment of the Minister or the Govern-
ment that everything is working well
Is very much open to doubt, very much
indeed.
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The hon. member has given one example
only of his cause for complaint and that
is shown to be a complete wash-out; hence
my statement is not disproved.

The hun. member raised what he termed
another "serious matter"-that of the
establishment of betting premises alongside
hotels. He made it clear that the Govern-
went did not give any undertaking that
bookmakers' premises would not be estab-
lished alongside hotels. He instanced a
member of the Government who quoted
the report of the Commissioner of Police
of another State.

That report gives no specific indication
as to whether betting premises are near to,
or far from hotels. It may, however, be
deduced therefrom that betting Premises
were so far from hotels that it would not
be practicable to patronise both places and
that hotels were deserted for the betting
premises; whereas prior to the advent of
betting premises, the same Persons spent
their time in the hotels drinking, especially
on Saturday afternoons. The State and
district referred to are not disclosed.

There is only one other State of this
continent where registered or licensed
betting premises were ever established-
that is South Australia. I understand that
in that State when premises were first
established they were placed at some
distance from hotels. This resulted in
considerable illegal betting being carried
on in or near hotels. To overcome this
difficulty additional licences were granted
for premises near the hotels which eventu-
ally resulted in chaos. Eventually all
licences for betting premises in that State
were withdrawn with the exception of
those at Port Pixie, where I believe, seven
licensed premises are still in existence.

Had a policy been adopted here to the
extent of keeping betting premises and
hotels sufficiently far apart to prevent the
clientele of one from frequenting the
other, I doubt whether the implementation
of the Act would have been practicable;
and if it had, its success would have been
more doubtful. Unquestionably, illegal
betting would have developed in the vicinity
of hotels.

The main reason for doubting its prac-
ticability is that to have set up betting
premises sufficiently far from hotels to
prevent patronage to both, very few, if
any, of the former could have been granted
in the cities of Perth and Fremantle, and
at such country centres as Kalgoorlie,
Boulder, Bunbury, Collie, Albany. Northam,
Norseman, Geraldton. and Perhaps other
places.

Hon. G. Bennetts: Some licences were
granted next to hotels, and others were
refused.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: That
is so. Such a decision would have doomed
the Act before it started.

Whilst liquor drinking and betting are
accepted in the community it would be
impossible to keep them apart to any great
extent. No attempt is made to do so on
racecourses. The prohibitions contained
in the Act and regulations regarding liquor
in betting premises, provided they continue
to be strongly enforced, are sufficlent to
ensure that no danger will arise from the
proximity of some betting premises to
hotels. Their positions range from being
side by side to a distance of two miles
apart.

The next question raised by Mr. Murray
was as to the use of "dummnying.' If the
board can obtain sufficient proof at any
time that a registered premises bookmaker
or racecourse bookmaker is "dumimying"
another licence whether on-course or off-
course, I have no doubt it will immediately
cancel that bookmaker's licence. Some
cases have been suspected and have been
investigated by the police, but no proof
has been available to support a charge, or
for the board to take action. The board
cannot take such a serious course as to
cancel a licence merely on suspicion. It
would be interesting to know how the hon.
member convinces himself that there was
a large number of shops registered purely
and simply as dummies of bookmakers
operating other registered premises.

In answer to parliamentary questions.
the board disclosed that 57 licences were
voluntarily surrendered and four were can-
celled in a period of two years. In this
regard the hon. member stated-

An examination of the position of
some of those 57 operators who volun-
tarily surrendered their licences indi-
cates that a large number were doing
reasonably well. They were not situ-
ated in places where there was no
business as a result of which they said,
"We are not going to carry on because
it does not pay." They were in quite
reasonably good business undertakings
but they voluntarily surrendered their
licences for an exorbitant sum for
goodwill-the goodwill of the business.

As it has not been officially disclosed
who the bookmakers were; where they
operated: and how well they were doing,
it is difficult to accept the statement.

The board legally has no power to con-
trol payment for goodwill, but it has been
made quite clear to all concerned that it
will take whatever indirect means are
available to Prevent trafficking in licences
or other improper Practices.

As an example, a few months ago the
board strongly suspected that a licensee
was a dummy for another person. 'The
licensee desired to "dispose of his business."
The chairman of the board made a thor-
ough investigation of his financial books.
which were kept by a public accountant.
They created a grave suspicion in the
chairman's mind, but proof sufficient to
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prefer a charge was not available. How-
ever, that, with confidential information
obtained-which could not be used to sup-
pose a case-resulted in the prevention of
an undercover amount of £3,000 or more
being paid for the benefit of the person
who was believed to be the true owner
of the business.

Two other cases recently occurred where
the consideration for the purchase of re-
tiring bookmakers' business chattels was
reduced by approximately £250 and £600
respectively by reason of the board's super-
vision.

When the hon. member makes the fol-
lowing statement-

I venture to suggest that nine-tenths
of those who voluntarily surrendered
their licences in this last year sur-
rendered at the behest of one or other
of four people and that a dummy has
gone into every shop under the classi-
fication for no other purpose than to
divert the suggestion raised last year
and to give a better spread to the in-
come of those operators.

I suggest he is going beyond the bounds
of reason and fair play without giving an
atom of proof of its correctness. I say that,
because it is a direct reflection on the
board as well as on four un-namned persons.

He expressed the thought that the board
could call for applications for bookmakers
to operate Premises which had been pre-
vidusly surrendered. The board bas no
auth6rity to call for applications for ]I-
c~nces; nor can it demand that particular
premises he appropriated to betting pur-
poses or a particular tenant. The pro-
cedure followed is a sensible one and gives
effect to the primary purpose of the Act.

His further remarks on the point appear
to suggest that the board should grant
licences for particular premises to a person
without his possessing the right to occupy
them. The idea Is ludicrous; but there is
one feature about the occupation of prem-
ises for betting which is scandalous to a
degree-that is the, extortionate demands
made by landlords for rental. In most
cases when it becomes known that prem-
ises are required for betting, the rentals
demanded are as much as four or five
times greater than could he obtained in
respect of any other kind of business.

Hon. A. R. Jones: Don't you think they
would be offered?

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: Not
always.

Ron. A. R. Jones: I think that the book-
makers might offer a good bit,

The 1VINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
There could be some of those; but the
board points out that it knows that where
the premises are registered the rentals are
rather high-in fact they are very high
In some cases. I have not the details, but
I have heard of complaints; and I under-
stand there are some bookmakers who

have gone out of business because they
could not meet both the rentals and the
overheads attached to the business, and
the tax. I understand that there were one
or two in the suburbs who went out for
that reason.

The hon. member's reference to payment
of £60,000 for goodwill after a year's opera-
tions is regarded by the Betting Control
Board as just plain nonsense. This last
shot was at the board itself. I feel cer-
tain that he cannot be serious when he
suggests that the board can function with-
out any paid staff because it does not pro-
secute. Apparently he considers there is
nothing else to do, and is not aware that
the board deals with on-course as well as
off-course bookmakers' lcences and em-
ployees (including transfer), the latter
numbering over 1,000; and betting dis-
putes between bookmakers and bettors:
fixes the starting-price of horses at all
race meetings; and attends to correspond-
ence and to the many relevant duties in
the administration of an Act, including
the keeping of essential records.

It is considered that the Act is admin-
istered in an economical manner and that
the board is not over-staffed. The state-
ment that the staff nelti~r toil nor spin
and that their jobs are sinecures can only
be attributed to a lack of knowledge of
the true position.

During the busiest part of the year-
that is, prior to the annual renewal of
licences-the secretary and his staff have
worked. many nights and also week-ends.
At other timnes they are able to carry out
their duties in the normal hours.

The five members of the staff are the
secretary, starting -price officer-whose
work is mostly carried out on racecourses
-record clerk (male), senior typist, and
receptionist-typist. If the work could be
done with less staff the chairman would
not hesitate to recommend accordingly. It
is considered that the board's activities
are carried out on economical lines.

In regard to the question of the board
not prosecuting and the hon. member's
reference to its not indicating to the police
where a Prosecution is desirable or neces-
sary, it is pointed out that the board has
no investigation officer, and as it was in-
tended from the beginning that the police
Would supervise betting shops so far as
the penal provisions of the Act are con-
cerned, the remarks of the hon. member
are misplaced.

Notwithstanding that arrangement, the
full-time members of the board visit as
many betting premises as practicable on
inspection. It would be quite out of place
for the Police, after they had prepared a
brief for prosecution, to submit it to the
board to decide whether or not there was
a ease to answer. The police decide such
maitters for themselves; and if the. issue
is an intricate one which necessitates legal
advice, they obtain it from the Crown Law
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Department. To say that the board could
not care less about its duties and func-
tions is- a mis-statement. I think the
points raised have been adequately
covered, and I feel that I can only say
again that the conditions under which
betting is now carried on are a vast im-
provement on those which obtained under
Illegal betting as we knew it for many
years. If all sections of the community
do not agree with legal betting, I feel
that all will agree that the present system
is a vast improvement on conditions that
prevailed before the measure was passed.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee.
Honi.W. It. Hall in the Chair: the Min-

ister for Railways in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1-agreed to.

Clause 2-Section 35 amended:
Honi. J. MURRAY: First let me apolo-

gise~ to the Committee for not having
placed my amendment on the notice
paper. I anticipated that other members
would have something to say on the
measure, and therefore did not expect it
to reach the Committee stage today.
Without further reply to the Minister's
remarks, I move an amendment-

That all words after the word
".,words" in line 4, page 2, be struck
out and the words "'fifty-seven' in
line 3 the words 'sixty'" be inserted
in lieu.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
hope the Committee will not agree to the
amendment, which has as its objective the
limitation of the legislation. Its accept-
ance would mean that the Act would have
to be brought before Parliament again in
1900.

H-7on. A. F. Griffith: What Is wrong with
that?

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: The
only thing wrong with it Is that Parlia-
ment can unnecessarily consider legisla-
tion. Where a measure Is of a temporary
character, it is usual to impose a limita-
tion on its operation in order that it may
be reconsidered by Parliament from time
to time. Such legislation might no longer
be required after a certain period.

I admit that In the legislation under
consideration there are some loose ends
that require tying up. but I feel that there
is no good reason to insist that it be
brought back to Parliament periodically.
Should conditions deteriorate or circum-
stances alter, and it be found that the
legislation is not living up to the reputa-
tion it has earned itseif over the last two
years, any member could at any time have
further consideration given to It either
by way of an amending Bill or a motion.

Hon. Sir CHARLES.- LATHAM: I, am
one of those who are ashamed that this.
legislation is on the statute book. It is
one of the most unf~Lr measures of which
I know. It taxes people who are weak
in their intellect. Money raised for the
benefit of this State should be raised from,
all of us, but under this Bill it is raised
from a section of the community. Because
men have a weakness for betting and at-
tempt to get money from some source
other than by earning it. Parliament has
legislated in this way; but I am ashamed
to think that we raise revenue in such a
manner.

The Minister made a lengthy speech in
reply to the debate-a much longer one
than he delivered in introducing the meas-
ure. He said that the police would super-
vise the legislation. As a matter of fact,
there has been laxity with regard to police
control in this State in two directions;
and nobody here will deny what I am
saying.

For instance, the Licensing Act has not
been implemented correctly by the police
in years gone by. in that regard, no-
body will say I am not speaking the truth.
I often wondered why licensing was not
controlled as it should have been by the
Police Force.

The second practice that was not pro-
perly controlled was the illicit gambling
that took place before this measure was
passed. It was a well-organised system
of revenue collection. The fines amounted
to £200 per week and gradually rose to
£400 per week and then £800 per week,
as reference to the Press of those days
will show.

Hon. L. A. Logan: Where was it col-
lected from?

Hon. Sir CHAR-LES LATHAM: Mostly
from the metropolitan area, I would think.

Hon. L. A. Logan: More from the
Geraldton district than anywhere else.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: It was
spread all over the State, but the weekl3
collections were constant.

The Minister for Railways: They did
not prosecute people on the racecourse.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: Race-
course betting was legal at one time and
there is doubt whether that particular
legislation was ever repealed.

The Minister for Railways: Do you eon-
aider people who bet to be weak?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I do not
go to racecourses to bet but to see the
races, meet congenial people and join in
the excitement.

Hon. E. M. Davies: What about the
fashion parade?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: Such
things probably fascinated the bon. mem-
ber in his younger days. I believe many
families suffer through the husbands'
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betting. I hope the measure will have
a short life and that the Government of
the day, when the legislation ceases, will
deal with the matter properly.

Hon. J. MURRAY: I thought the rea-
sons for the amendment were obvious. The
Minister harped on the fact that any pri-
vate member could introduce a Bill to
amend the legislation-

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: What chance
would such a Bill have?

Ron, J. MURRAY: None, in view of
the Government's majority in another
place. If the legislation Is made perman-
ent we can only amend it, and not repeal
it, so I think it should not be continued
beyond 1960. I am not satisfied with the
Minister's statement that Section 13 of
the Act gives the board and the police
sufficient power to obtain evidence to pre-
vent dummying in regard to registered
premises, because the Practice continues.
Either they cannot get the evidence or
they do not want it. I am not satisfied
that the board is all it is cracked up to
be, or that the Act Is sound; and I want
the legislation brought up for review,
periodically, so that bath the board and
the bookmakers will know they are on
probation.

Ron. A. R. JONES; I feel that to con-
tinue the legislation to 1960 is to give it
too long a life. It was agreed that the
Act should be given two years' trial, so
that it could be repealed at the end of
that time, if necessary. I do not say it
should be repealed, but I am not satisfied
that all is well. I do not think any private
member would be successful with a, meas-
ure to amend the Act, and I feel that we
would be up against monetary strength
if we sought to repeal it in the future.
I think the Act should be extended to
12 months only; and then, as has been
said, those concerned would know they
were still on probation. At the end of that
time members like Mr. Murray, who have
a greeter understanding of the business
than I have, might be able to move
amendments that would be of considerable
advantage. I support the amendment.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
am surprised at the remarks of Sir
Charles Latham and Mr. Murray. I re-
peat that any member could bring down
a Bill to -amend the Act, or could bring
any matter to notice, by way of motion,
or through other avenues. The remarks
of Sir Charles Lathamn and Mr. Murray.
as I interpret them, were to the effect
that no private member would have any
success in raising the question during the
life or the present Government. Could
Mr. Murray's reference to "no longer than
1960" be taken as meaning that were
there a change of Government the legisla-
tion would be thrown out?

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: N9).

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
was only asking; and I wondered why
there should be any suspicion that the
present Government would not stand up
to its responsibilities. I hope the Commit-
tee will not agree to the amendment.

Hon. L.. C. DIVER: Early in my par-
liamentary experience I learnt that all
experimental legislation should have a
continuance provision, and I am surprised
that the Minister should try to gain
political kudos out of this. in the light
of the Betting Control Board's comments
on how hard it was to determine whether
there had been improper practices, I think
the Act should be reviewed in 1960; and
if that is agreed to, we will have oppor-
tunity then of doing whatever may be
necessary. The betting monopoly that is
being created could have tremendous
political repercussions in another place,
and this Chamber should retain for all
time the right to review this legislation.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: I was one of
those who opposed the placing of this
measure on the statute book; and, al-
though I agree that the Act has resulted
in a more satisfactory state of affairs
than existed previously, I think it should
be presented to Parliament every couple
of years for review, at all events for some
years to come. One measure that was
deliberated on repeatedly by Parliament
for a number of years before it became
permanent was the charities legislation.
The present and previous Governments
introduced Ells which brought that legis-
lation before Parliament for debate on
numerous occasions.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.mn.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: When using the
word "charities" I referred to the Lot-
teries Act introduced in about 1932 or
1933. The Government of the day brought
down amending Bills to give that Act
further life. In 1950 or 1951 it was con-
tinued for three years; and last year. or
the year before, this legislation was made
permanent. So after nearly 20 years of
operation a Bill that became an Act with-
out any doubtful ramifications received
treatment each year by Parliament and
was concluded on a satisfactory basis.

There is no reason why this Act should
not be looked at again irn 1960. It is
unfair for the Minister for Railways to
say that the words, "and no longer" sug-
gest that a Government would not intro-
duce continuing legislation. Practically
every Bill that comes before us and which
deals with a limitation of time carries
with it the words "and no longer."

The Minister for Railways: I just in-
quired.

Hon. A. F. GRIFrFIT: The inquiry was
unwarranted. Nobody need have any
fear, least of all the people employed in
the industry, if Parliament is able to look
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at this matter again in 1960. The Minis-
ter for Railways said that a private mem-
ber in doing so would depend entirely on
the attitude of the Government of the
day. I support the amendment.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: The
Point I wished to make was that if a pri-
vate member introduced a Bill to amend
the Act it would be brought to the notice
of the Government.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Title-agreed to.
Bill reported with an amendment.

BILL-PUBLIC SERVICE.
In Committee.

Hon. W. R. Hall In the Chair; the Min-
ister for Railways in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1--Short title and citation:
H-on. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an

amendment-
That after the word "Australia" In

line 5, page 2, the words "Division
2.-The Public Service Commissioner"
be inserted.

This is a critical amendment because
it deals with the principle of substitut-
ing a single commissioner for the board
of three proposed in the Bill, and allotting
him the duties outlined in the South Aus-
tralian Act. This was fully explained by
Mr. Jones and myself. He would have
behind him a board consisting of part-
timne members who would act as a board
of appeal in regard to classifications, re-
classifications, allowances, interpretations
and anomalies.

Though this varies in principle from the
proposed Bill, it does not affect the
machinery that governs the relations of
the members of the Public Service and
the administrative head in regard to pro-
tecting their rights and privileges. it
merely seeks to continue a -system that
has, in the main, proved satisfactory, with
provision for a board in which is vested
certain duties, and which will be just as
efficient and more economical and satis-
factory so far as the members of the
Civil Service Association are concerned.

A single commissioner would be more
likely to adopt a consistent line in ad-
ministering his department. He is called
on to deal with certain aspects of em-
ployment of a hody of public servants,
but his is not as responsible a job as that
of, say, the Director of Education who,
as a single director, administers a depart-
ment that employs over 6.000 teachers.

It would be better for the Government
of the day to have a single commissioner
to deal with when critical situations arise
than to have a board of three which
might prove difficult. A single commis-
sioner would be more co-operative, and
-the great variety of questions that would

arise would not impinge on public policy.
The rights and privileges of those con-
cerned would be protected, and I think
it would be an improvement on the sys-
tem proposed in the Bill.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: This
Is the vital amendment which, if ac-
cepted, will upset the whole principle in
the Bill. It seeks to replace the three
commissioners provided for in the Bill
with one commissioner. For this reason
I oppose the amendment. The reason that
the Government has suggested a board of
three is that the Plublic Service has grown
considerably, and each year the duties
of the Public Service Commissioner
are becoming increasingly complicated.
There are various awards, and there are
departments which are being extended.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: That has been
going on for a long while.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
We as a Government wonder if there is
justification for the growth of some of
these departments. We feel that a single
commissioner cannot adequately cope with
the duties now required of him.

Hion. A. F. Griffith: Reconcile that with
the Railways Commission,

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: That
is a different proposition altogether. These
commissioners will deal with one function;,
that is the function of wages and condi-
tions. Th*e Railways Commission dealt
with these things, plus purchasing, and
other matters.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: The respon-
sibility is greater with the railways.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
Whereas the Railways Commission had
some interference from different Govern-
ments, In this case the Government will
look to the Public Service Board for guid-
ance, The Public Service Commissioner
has the job of recommending to Govern-
ments what the salaries of a number of
Government officers will be, including
magistrates and Judges.

Hon. C. H. Simpson: Judges do not
come into it.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: The
Government considers that the job is be-
yond the capacity of one man, and it is
not possible for him to do Justice to the
amount of work now thrust on to the
Public Service Commissioner's office. For
those reasons we say that three commis-
sioners can do a far better job because
they can divide their functions and
specialise on certain parts of the respon-
sibilities. I oppose the amendment.

Hon. A. R. JONES: I amn going to sup-
Port the amendment. Quite apart from
the fact that I feel three commissioners
cannot work satisfactorily together,- I
think it is a big step indeed for us to
consider that all of a sudden one man
finds the job is too much for him and
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that he has to have the call 'of two other
men, We must not forget that the com-
missioner has a staff, and his secretary
may have an assistant-secretary, etc.
Whatever work the commissioner is called
upon to do, it does not mean that- he has
to undertake it personally. If he wants
extra staff to attend to detail and to make-
reports for his official analysis, it i com-
petent for him to ask for that extra staff.

It is ridiculous to ask me to accept the,
line of argument that the Job has, all. of
a sudden, become too big for the commis-
sioner to do, particularly as he has beeni
doing it for many years. The number of
civil servants under his jurisdiction has
not grown to any great extent during the,
last few years. It is only about 4,500 now,
and I venture to say that about 10 years
ago it would have been about 3,500. We
are being asked to thrust something on the
public which to my mind would not work.
We have had one illustration of what has
happened with three commissioners. I
think the proposal put forward by Mr,
Simpson is worthy of consideration, and
I ask members to support the amendmnent.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: It
is hard to reconcile the views of members
on this occasion with those expressed
when we increased the number of the com-
missioners of the Rural and Industries
Bank. I have no recollection of the same
argument being advanced on that occasion.
That Bill was agreed to by this Chamber
and was thought to be a good thing by those
who spoke to it. The number of commis-
sioners of the Rural and Industries Bank
has been increased on two occasions for
the reason that the amount of work be-
came too great for the existing commis-
sioners of the bank.

We believe the same thing applies in
relation to the Public Service Commis-
sioner. We consider it is preferable to
spread the responsibilities into certain
spheres, after which the chairman of the
board would decide what would happen
and what would not happen. I appeal to
the Committee to take the points of view
of the Government and the Civil Service
Association into consideration.

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: I might have con-
sidered this Bill if the chairman had had
some overriding rights, or if assistant
commissioners had been appointed. I think
the same mistake-from a reading of the
report-is being made here as caused the
trouble in the railways. We are being
asked to appoint three commissioners with
equal authority: therefore if there' is'a
clash of personalities, two members can
vote against the third even though he be
the chairman. If there is going to be a
board of this sort at all, there must be
someone with more power than the others.

Hon. C. H. SIM]PSON:. I think the Min-
ister enumerated some of the duties of the
commissioners and included the duties of
judges and others.

The Minister -for Railways:. Recoin-
mendations for salary.

Ron, C.. H. SIIMPSON4: I' do not think'
they apply, because Clause 8 says definitely
that the Act does not apply to tbe Gov-
ernor, judges, Ministers of the Crown, and
so on; it gives a list of those to whom the
Act does not apply.

In regard to the statement that the
service might grow, actually it has grown
very little over the years. I should say
that with the appointment of three com-
missioners, there might be a tendency for
it to grow to a greater extent than in the
past, because one of the commissioners
would be there to represent the interests
of the Civil Service Association.

In- regard to the appointment of three
commissioners, there is quite a difference
of opinion in the association. The ruling
body controls a considerable number of
people, some of whom are in the metro-
politan area and others stationed in differ-
ent parts of the State; and it is difficult
at an annual meeting to get more than a
few to attend. it can be said that probably
a very small percentage of the total number
actually attend that meeting and vote on
the motions decided.

I do not think there can be any question
of the matter of economy. With the sug-
gested set-up, there would probably be
three officers and three office staffs; and
there would be a necessity for secretaries,
typists and so on. There would also be a
tendency to duplicate decisions; and there
could easily be a possibility of men not
agreeing, particularly if they happened to
be an awkward type: and this would make
trouble inside the administration. If there
is any dissension among those who control
a body, it soon filters down through that
body, with a very bad effect.

On the score of economy and efficiency,
I should say that a single commissioner
would be preferable to a board of three.
A single commissioner works quite effect-
ively in South Australia with its bigger
population and probably a larger body of
Civil servants. The duties which a com-
missioner in this State is called upon to
perform could be carried out with perhaps
an advisory board at the back of him to lay
down matters of policy and to be there as
a board of appeal in case any decisions
made by the commissioner are appealed
against. I submit that the idea of a single
commissioner in place of a board cf three
is very desirable.

Ron. A. F. GRIFFTH: The Minister
mentioned the Rural and Industries Bank
Bill, which provided for five commissioners.
I have had a look at Mansard: and, as I
said by interjection, the Minister did not
use the same arguments then as now. We
increased the number of the Rural &
Industries Bank commissioners for the
specific purpose quoted in the Minister's
speech-that Mr. By-field, the Treasury
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representative, and the chairman were due
to retire. The Minister said it would be
an undesirable state of affairs to leave the
bank with one experienced man on the
board and he asked the House to add a
further two commissioners.

That was entirely different from what
was contained in the question dealing with
the Public Service Commissioner. The
Public Service Commissioner has aL differ-
ent form of duty to carry out from that
undertaken by the commissioners of the
R. and 1. Bank. They have to be persons
versed in banking and commerce. I do not
think the example stands up to the Min-
ister's argument.

THE MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
There is no argument about similar cir-
cumstances. One knows that banking has
nothing to with the Public Service. The
important point then was that this Cham-
ber did not criticise the addition of the
two.

Hon. A. F. Griffith: Yes, it did.
The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: The

bank commission was enlarged from three
to five. If the Government then put for-
ward the submission that it was necessary
to increase the commission because there
would be only one member of the three-
man commission left with experience,
there is all the .more reason now why
there should be three new members be-
cause not one of them will have had ex-
perience as a commissioner.

H-on. A. F. Griffith: Where will you get
the three members from?

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: It
will be an entirely new commission. I want
to correct any misunderstanding that Mr.
Simpson may have if he thinks that I am
of the opinion that judges come under this
measure. I know they do not. All Govern-
ments refer requests from judges, magis-
trates or heads of departments who do not
come under the Act, to the Public Ser-
vice Commissioner for guidance in connec-
tion with variations in salary. That has
always been so. I feel that the Committee
should agree to the Bill as it stands.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes ... . .. .. 14
Noes .. . . .. 10

Majority for .... 4

Ayes.
Hon. J. Cunningham Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon
Hon. L. C. Diver Hon. R. C, Mattleke
Hon, A. F. Giriffth Han. J. Murray
Hon. J. Q. Hislop Hon. H. L. Roche
Hon. A. R, Jones Hon. 0. H. Simpson
Hon. Sir Chas. Latham Hon. H. K. Watson
Hon. L. A. Logan H~on. F. D. W111mott

(Tefler.J
Noes,

Hon. 0. Beninetts Hon. F. R. H. Lavery
Hon. E. M. Davies Hon. H. C. Strickland
Mon. J. J, Garrigan Hon. WV. F. willesee
Ron. E. Mi. Heenan Mon. F1. j. S. wise
Hona. 0. E. Jeffery Hon. R. P. Hutchison

(Teller.)

Pairs.
Ayes. Noes.

Hon. J. Mi. Thomson Hon. G. Fraser
Hon. N. E. Baxter Son. J. D. Teaban

Amendment thus passed; the clause, as
amended, agreed to.

Clauses 2 to 6.-agreed to.

Clause 7-Interpretations:
Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an amend-

met-
That in line 6, page 5, the following

definition be inserted:-
"Commissioner" means the Pub-

lic Service Commissioner for the
time being in office under this Act.

This is consequential.
The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: in

view of the Committee's decision on the
previous amendment, this one becomes
necessary.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clauses 8 to 11-agreed to.

Clause 12-Offices on the board:
Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an amend-

ment-
That before the words "The offices"

in line 21, page 8, the words "sub-
ject to the provisions of Section thir-
teen of this Act" be inserted.

Section 13 is the subject of a proposed
new clause which appears at the end of
the amendments on the notice paper. This
new clause provides for a fourth, part-
time, member to be appointed to cover
the position where the commissioner has
made a decision, and to avoid the possibility
of the commissioner himself forming part
of the tribunal to listen to an appeal
against a decision he has made.

Amendment put and passed.

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an
amendment-

That the word "elected" in line 32,
page 8, be struck out, and the word
"selected" inserted in lieu.

In suggesting this alteration, we have
in mind the system that now applies to
the State Electricity Commission where
the body concerned in this case-the Pub-
lic Service-submits a panel of three
names to the Government which chooses
one to be the selected member.

Inthe opinion of many, an elected mem-
ber is the most desirable one to have to
represent, the association; he may be
the most popular and get the most votes.
But in the opinion of a large body of the
association, or in the opinion of the C3oy-
ermnent, another representative would be
more suitable for the job. As it seems to
be in the interests of both employees and
the Government to have the best man
available, and as this system has proved to
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be quite successful with the Electricity
Commission. I hope the Committee will
agree to the amendment.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
hope the Committee will not agree to this
amendment. Surely the association has
the right to elect the person to represent
it.

Hon. C. H. Simpson: It has the right
to elect three.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: No.
If we strike out the word "elected" and
insert in lieu the word "selected," who will
do the selecting?

Hon. C. H. Simpson: The Government.
The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:

Surely it is fair and reasonable that we
should leave it to the Public Service As-
sociation to elect its own representative.
I hope the hon. member will not press
this amendment.

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I think this
change is rather important. Even the
Premier admitted that the most popular
man is not necessarily the best man for
a particular job; and so I think the
amendment is most desirable. Having the
example of the State Electricity Commis-
sion before us, I think we should adhere
to the same system.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes ..
Noes ..

Majority for ..

Ayes.

HOn. J. Cunningham
Hon. L. C. Diver
Ron. A. F. Griffith
Hon. Sir Chias. Latham
Hon. L. A. Logan
Eon. 0. MacKinnon
HOD. R. C. Mattiske

Noes
Eon. 0. Bennetts
Hon. E. MA. Davies
HOn. J. J. Garrigan
Hon, E. MA. Heenan
Hon. R. F. Hutchison

Pairs
Ayes.

Hon. J. MA. Thomson
Hon. N. E. Baxter

Hon.
Hon.
HOn.
Hon.
Eon.
Hon.

13
.... .... .... 10

J. Murray
H. L. Roche
0. H. Simpson
H. K. Watson
F. fl. Wiflmott
A. R. Jones

(T'eller.)

Hon. 0. E1. Jeffery
Hon. H. C. Strickland
Hon. W. F. Willesee
HOn. F. J. S. Wise
Hon. F. R. H. Lavery

(Teller.J

Noes.
Hon. 0. Fraser
Hon. 3. D. Teahant

Amendment thus passed; the clause, as
amended, agreed to.

Clause 13-Appointments to offices:
HOn. C. H. SIMPSON: The four amend-

ments I have on the notice paper are all
consequential on the decision just made.
I move an amendment-

That the word "elected" in line 20,
page 9. be struck out, and the word
"selected" inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and passed.

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an
amendment-

That the word "elected" in line 23.
page 9, be struck out and the word
"selected" inserted in lieu.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
would like the hon. member to explain
the difference between election and selec-
tion by secret ballot.

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I do not think
there would be any material difference.
The association Is asked to submit a panel
of three names; and presumably the three
men would figure in the ballot, and from
that ballot one would be chosen. As far
as I can see. nothing is laid down in re-
gard to the procedure by which the selec-
tion will be made.

Anienftment put and passed.

On motions by Hon. C. H. Simpson,
clause further amended by-

Striking out all words after the
word "notice" in line 32, down to and
including the word "appointment" in
line 34, page 9, and inserting the
words "of the names of three persons
who are members of the Association"
in lieu:

striking out all words after the
word "allow" in line 37 down to and
including the word "office" in line 39,
page 9, and inserting the words ".the
names of three persons are so noti-
fled to the Minister he shall select
one of such Persons to be appointed
to the office" In lieu:

striking out all words after the
word "notified" in line 2 down to and
including the word "office" in line 5,
page 10.

Clause, as amended, agreed to.
Clause 14-agreed to.

Clause 15-Terms of tenure of office of
members of the Board:

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an amend-
ment-

That the word "elected" in line 18,
page 10, be struck out and the word
"selected" inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and passed: the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clause 16-Termination of term of office
before expiration:

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an amend-
ment-

That the word "elected" In line 25,
page 10. be struck out and the word
"selected" inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and Passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.
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Clause 17-Deputies for members:
On motions by Hon. C. H. Simpson, clause

amended by-
Striking out the word "elected" in

line 37, page 11, and inserting the word
"selected" in lieu;,

striking out the word "elected" in
line 3, page 12, and inserting the word
"selected" in lieu;

striking out the word "elected" in
line 4. Page 12. and inserting the word
"selected" in lieu;

striking out the words "an elected"
in line 12, page 12, and inserting the
wards "a selected" in lieu.

Clause, as amended, agreed to.
Clause 18--agreed to.

Clause 19--Salaries of members:
Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an amend-

ment-
That the word "elected" in line 27,

page 13, be struck out, and the word
"iselected"~ inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and passed; the clause.
as amended, agreed to.

Clauses 20 to 25-greed to.

Clause 26--Quorum:
Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an amend-

nient-
That the word "elected" in line 15,

page 16, be struck out and the word
".selected" inserted in lieu-

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clause 27-Determination of questions
by the Hoard:

Hon. C. Hr. SIMPSON: I move an amend-
ment-

That the word "election" in line 30,
page 17, be struck out and the word
"selection" inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clauses 28 to 39--agreed to.

Clause 40-Jurisdiction of Board to hear
and determine appeals and applications
relating to classifications and reclassifica-
tions:

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an amend-
nient-

That the word "elected" in line 17,
page 31, be struck out and the word
"selected" inserted In lieu.

Amendment put and passed.
Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an amend-

ment-
That Subelause (10) on pages 34 and

35 be struck out.
This provision applies to appeals and

applications relating to classifications and
reclassifications. It lays down hard and

fast that an appellant must be a member
of the Civil Service Association. I would
refer to the wording of this clause. It
is discrimination between those who are
actually members of the association and
those who are not, It was explained at
the second reading stage that nearly all
the 4,300 in the Public Service are mem-
bers of the association and their dues are
deducted from their pay. Some of the
43 not in this category have not mnade
provision for deductions to be made, but
still contribute their dues. There are a
few who have not joined the association,
for what reason we do not know. This
clause makes it clear that if one
is a member of the association and is fin-
ancial, he has full rights of appeal.
Otherwise he has not.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: Would that apply
to a temporary employee?

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I do not know
how It applies, I do not think so; but I
would not be sure. The point is that we
say that this provision should apply to all;
and that those who are not Included in
the -association-and there are very few
of them, and they presumably have their
reasons for not joining-should not be ex-
cluded from rights of appeal.

Hon. F. H. R. LAVERY: The reason
for my interjection is that I know of a
person who has been a temporary em-
ployee for nine Years. He is a member
of the association but cannot appeal
against an appointment to a permanent
position. I wonder whether this clause
covers that. The man I refer to is in
the Health Department. At one period,
when he was single, two men with a period
of service longer than his received per-
manent appointments, and now he Is
looking for such an appointment. it
could not be said that he was actually
temporary after having been employed for
nine years. He is a member of the asso-
ciation, which says it can do nothing be-
cause he is not a permanent officer.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
cannot answer the hon. member's ques-
tion. There must be some reason why the
officer concerned is not appointed to the
permanent staff. Without the details, I
gan not able to reply to the point raised.

The principle in the clause is that only
members of the association are entitled
to appeals. I do not see anything wrong
with that. Surely if a person receives
the benefits derived from the activities of
an association, he should contribute to
it!

Hon. C. H. Simpson: It is compulsory
unionism.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I do
not want to give that illustration of com-
pulsory unionism which I could give; but
to secure the benifits of any organisation
-whether it be political, professional or
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industrial-one has to be a financial mem-
ber, and should be. There are always a
few in most walks of life, however, who
will take all and contribute nothing.

Hon. C. H1. Simpson: Only about one
half of one per cent. are involved in this
instance.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
Then why worry about it?

Hon. C. H. Simpson: Why worry about
excluding them?

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: The
association is entitled to some respect. It
does all the work to obtain good condi-
tions, concessions and a standard of
wages. These things have been gained
through the association; and that applies
to other organisations-even the Farmers'
Union. Surely to goodness if a man
wants to appeal against the appointment
of a financial member to a position, he
should belong to the association! Should
a person who deliberately refuses to con-
tribute to the association on some per-
sonal ground be entitled to the benefits
of the association? I do not think so.

Amendment
with the follov

Ayes
Noes

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
non.
Hon.
Hon.
Ron.

L. C. flivei
A. F. Orin
J. 0. H1i10
A. R. Jone
Sir Chas.I
L. A. Logo:
0. C. Mac!

Hon. a. Benneti
Hon. J. J. Gnrri
Hon. E. M. fleer
Mon. R. F. Mute
Hon. 0. E. Jeffes

some trivial punishment or some promotion
or a refusal of transfer, or a transfer from
one district to another, or one job to
another, a legal practitioner should be
called in to advise the board, which should
know best.

The appeal board should know what it
is about. The Public Service Commissioner
should know what he is about in the first
place. But there are certain rights of
appeal; and surely we should not turn the
Public Service Commissioner's office into,
a court to which the legal profession are
called. Members of the association feel
that when they have a genuine appeal they
should not be forced to engage counsel
because the other fellow does so. Suppose
an officer is appointed to a certain position
by the Public Service Commissioner and
other officers appeal against the appoint-
ment. If the appellants engaged counsel,
the appointee would be forced to do the
same or else suffer a disadvantage. It is*
not fair to members of the association to
allow one to have an advantage, particu-
larly the aggrieved one.

put nd diisio taen Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: There seems to be
put nd dli~ln tken an anomaly inasmuch as in one part of:ving result:- the measure an employee can engage the

.................14 services of a legal practioner to plead his
... 1 case. It could be that for him the other

- part is just as important as the one in
,fajority for .... 4 which he is allowed to appeal. This divi-

- sion applies to applications in respect of
Ayes, classifications, reclassifications, allowances,
r Hon. R. C. Mattiske interpretations and anomalies. In this he
th Hon. J.,Murray is not allowed the right of appeal: Yet it

P Hon. c. H. Rio is available to him on the question of dis-
Lathan, non. H. K. Watson missal or punishment. In the scheme as
n Hon. F. D. Willnmott envisaged he can, appeal against the corn-
Kiton Hon. (Teller.)ha missioner's decision, to a part-time board

NoesTler) appointed for that purpose. If he felt he
could not present his case, the amendment

Hs on, P. R. H. Lavery would giv i h ih ohv tpegan Hon. H. C. Strickland sete lye h oiitherigttav t ean Hon. w.. F. Willesee sne yaslctr
bison

Ayes.
Hon. J. M. Thomson
Hon. N. E. Barter

Pails.

Hron. P. J. S. Wise
Hon. E. M. Davies

(Telle".)

Noes.
Hon. G. Fraser
Hon. J. D. 'reahan

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes ..
Noes ..

8
.... .... .... 1 6

Amendment thus passed.
Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move an

amendment-
That the word "not" in line 7, page

35, be struck out.
Not all appellants are skilled in presenting
a case; and if they feel they have a case
and are not capable of submitting it as
they would like to do, the argument is
that they should be able to engage a legal
practitioner to do it for them.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: The
object of the provision is that if a man
were able to engage legal assistance he
would have an advantage over another em-
ployee. The word "not" was included at
the request of the association. It is hardly
right that in regard to appeals against

Majority against ..

Hon. J.
Hon. L.
Ron. L.
Hon. B.

non.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Eon.
Ron.
Hon.
Hon.

Ayes.
Cunningham
0. Diver
A. Logan
C. Mattiske

Noei
G. Bennetts
E. M. Davies
J. J. Glarrigan
A. F. Griffith
B. M. Heenan
3. G. Hislop
R. F.' Htchisonl
G. E. Jeffs"y

Pair
Ayes.

Hon. J. M. Thomson
Hon. N. E. Baster

8

Hon. J. Murray
Non. H1. L. Rooche
Hon. C. H. Simpson
Hon. P. D. Wiflmott

(Tellier.)
a.

Hon. A. R. Jones
Hon. Sir Chas. Latam~
Hon. 0. MacKinnon
Hon. H. C. Strickland
Bon. R. K. Watson
Hon. W. P. Willesee
Hon. F. J. S. Wise
Hon. F. Rt. H. Lavery

(Teller.)

Noes.
Hon. a. Fraser
no., J. D. Teahan

Amendment thus negatived.
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Clause, 'as previously amended, put and
passed.

Cla uses 41 to 65-agreed to.
Clause 68--Service required of notice of

Punishment on officer concerned:
Hon. C. H. SIMPSONl: I move an amend-

ment-
That Subelause (5) in lines 25 to

34, page 65, be struck out.
This amendment is consequential on one

agreed to in a different clause.
Amendment put and passed; the clause,

as amended, agreed to.
Clauses 67 to 89-agreed to.
New clause:
Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I move-

That the following be inserted to
stand as Clause 13:-

(1) If the Public Service Com-
missioner is appointed as a mem-
ber of the Hoard (whether as
Chairman or as an appointed
member) the Governor shall iap-
point a person as a fourth mem-
ber of the Board.

(2) The Public Service Com-
missioner shall not sit on the
Board on the hearing of any ap-
peal under section forty or sec-
tion fifty-two of this Act against
a decision given by himself but
on the hearing of every such ap-
peal the Board shall be consti-
tuted of the two members other
than the Public Service Commis-
sioner and the fourth member
appointed under this section.

(3) If the Public Service Com-
missioner is Chairman of the
Board the fourth member shall
sit as Chairman on the hearing
of the said appeals, and if the
Public Service Commissioner is
an ordinary member of the Board
the fourth member shall sit as an
ordinary member on the hearing
of those appeals.

(4) The fourth member of the
Board shall not act as a member
except as provided in this section.

This applies to the fourth member of
the board acting as a member of the part-
time board where the Public Service Com-
missioner has given a decision and there
has been an appeal against that decision.
It means that the case will be submitted
to an entirely fresh tribunal. This new
clause provides the machinery for that
purpose.

The MIINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: This
new clause is consequential on one moved
earlier and is therefore necessary.

New clause put and passed.

New division:
Hon. C. H. SIMPSON:.I move-

That after the word "appropriated"
in line 4, page 20, the following new
division be inserted:-

Division 2.-The Public Service
Commissioner.

33. (1) The Governor may
from time to time appoint a
Public Service Commissioner.

(2) The Commissioner shall
have the powers and authorities,
and shall discharge and exercise
the duties and functions by this
Act vested in or imposed or con-
ferred upon him.

New division put and passed.
Schedule, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported with amendments.

BILL-JUNIOR FARMERS' MOVEMENT
ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

HON. F. R. H. LAVERY (West) [9.22]
in moving the second reading said: The
principal Act, which was passed in
1955, has as its object the sponsoring and
encouragement among youth of the study
of agriculture and farming, an appre-
ciation of rural life, education and the
ethics of good citizenship. As members are
aware the movement is a very solid one.
consisting of a large number of clubs with
good membership.

The Act provides for the appointment of
an advisory council of 11 persons, one of
whom shall be a nominee of the Institute
of Agricultural Science. This institute is
an Australian one and in actual fact the
representative on the council is nominated
by the Institute of Agriculture at the Uni-
versity of Western Australia. The Bill
seeks, therefore, to make sure that the
nomination can be made by the Institute
of Agriculture.

The second amendment provides that
any councillor, or deputy councillor who
is a public servant shall not forfeit any
of the rights he possesses as a public ser-
vant. The Agricultural Department and
the Education Department each has a
representative on the council. The Agri-
cultural Department's nominee is acting
as chief executive officer of the body. This
position is not a Public Service one and it
is desired that any occupant of the posi-
tion. who Is a public servant, shall not
jeopardise any of his rights.

The third amendment provides that any
offiei's appointed by the council shall not
come under the provisions of the Public
Service Act, but shall be entitled to the
leave and superannuation rights enjoyed
by the Public Service. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.
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HON. A. R. JONES (Midland) [9.25]: 1 Willesee when he introduced the measure.
want to say a few brief words on the
amendments contained in this Bill. They
are very necessary and have been asked
for by the Junior Farmers' Movement.
There is, however, a further amendment
which the Junior Farmers' Movement sug-
gested, and to which it would like con-
sideration to be given. The amendment to
which I refer is not included in the Bill,
and you, Mr. President, would therefore
no doubt rule it out of order. Nevertheless.
I would like to mention it so that con-
sideration might be given to this aspect
when the matter again arises.

The Junior Farmers' Movement is not in
any way controlled by the Government; it
is responsible for its own affairs; and it is
strange, therefore, to find that Section 8
should read as follows:-

The Minister may from time to time
issue directions relating to the pur-
poses of this Act to the council either
generally or in respect of any parti-
cular matter and the council shall
give effect to directions so issued.

That clause is redundant and should be
repealed to enable the Junior Farmers'
Movement to have complete control of its
affairs. I mention this matter in passing
so that consideration might be given to it
in future.

THE MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
(Hon. H. C. Strickland-North) [9.27]:
As the provision to which Mr. Jones
has referred is not contained in the Bill
before the House I do not think it would
be possible to do anything about it under
this measure. I suggest, however, that the
hon. member consult with the Minister for
Agriculture, because he may have some
notification in respect of the information
which the hon. member seeks. I1 have not
had the information forwarded to me, and
the hon. member in charge of the Bill has
not got it on his file either. I think it
would require a new Bill to alter the Act in
the manner suggested by Mr. Jones.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

BILL-COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.
Debate resumed from the 15th October.

HON. H. K. WATSON (Metropolitan)
[9.30]: 1 have studied this Bill carefully:
and without saying I agree with every one
of its provisions, I intend to support the
second reading. The Hill contains quite a
number of amendments to the principal
Act; and all of its contents were compre-
hensibly and lucidly explained by Mr.

It Is not necessary, therefore, for me to,
traverse the various amendments which
are proposed.

Our Companies Act Is one of the largest.
and one of the Most important on the
statute book. Our Act was Proclaimed In.
1947. Unfortunately, it was based upon
the 1929 Act of the United Kingdom.
which, by 1947, was beginning to creak
to such an extent that in 1948 the Parlia-
ment of the United Kingdom completely
revised it. Therefore, when our Companies
Act really came into force it was in quite.
a few respects Out of date, and contained
quite a few anomalies which were rectified
by the United Kingdom Act of 1948.

This Bill Proposes to remove some of
those anomalies. There are quite a few
in the Act, as Mr. Willesee mentioned. The
Provision with relation to advertisements
upon the Petition by a company in con-
nection with a reduction of its capital is
ambiguous in much the same way as in the
Associations Incorporations Act, with
which we dealt a week or so ago.

There is also ambiguity with respect to
the disqualification of certain Persons as
liquidators. If anyone should. be dis-
qualified as a, liquidator by a company I
suppose it is the promoter. Yet of all per-
sons who are disqualified at the moment.
the Promoter is one who Is not.

In connection with Private companies,
there is also an anomaly. Private com-
panies do not have to lodge balance sheets
in Western Australia; but if a foreign
company is required to register in another
State. and by the law Of that State to
lodge its balance sheet, it is also required
to lodge its balance sheet in Western
Australia if it carries on business here.

Proprietary companies In some of the
Eastern States lodge balance sheets there,
but they do so in a sealed envelope. Our
Act does not make provision for lodging
them in a sealed envelope, with the result
that although the balance sheet is not
available in the State where the company
is registered, it is available here. Whilst
that anomaly may perhaps increase the
tourist traffic to this State, I think it is
one that should be rectified.

There is another Point in regard to
which there is a definite weakness in our
Act. It is in respect of the provisions
relating to redeemable Preference shares.
The Provisions of our Act were copied from
the United Kingdom Act of 1929. In 1948
it was found that that section from which
it was copied was really unintelligible, and
it has since been redrafted.

Also, in relation to the alteration of the
memorandum of association of a company,
the general Position Is that in the main the
memorandum of a company cannot be
altered in any of its principal respects. In
the United Kingdom it may be altered in
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-respect of matters which are governed by
'the articles, or can be governed by the
articles by a special resolution.

There is no such provision in our Act,
'with the result that in a case such as votes
-of mnembers--the voting rights of members
which we ordinarily find under articles
-which can be altered from time to time-if
the provision for voting rights happens To
be in a memorandum and the company
desires to alter its provisions, even
.although every member is in favour of
-altering the Provisions it cannot be done.
and the only solution is to wind up the
company. That seems to be a drastic
-remedy to achieve a very ordinary internal
desire of the members of the company.

The Bill proposes to change a long-
,established practice of fixing the fees by
Act of Parliament. It seeks to discard
that practice and in future to fix fees by
regulation. To my mind, that is a retro-
igrade step. At the moment Section
409 of the principal Act provides that the
fees, as fixed in the schedule to the Act,
'may be varied by regulation, but they shall
not be increased by regulation.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: Who fixes the
-fees? Is it Crown Law?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: At the moment
they are fixed under the schedule to the
Act; and Section 409 says the fees as
contained in the schedule to the Act may
'be varied, but not increased except by Act
of Parliament. I feel that it would be
unwise for Parliament to depart from the
principle which is contained in the Act at
the moment; and which, to my mind, is a
good one. The fees, which are not altered
with frequency, should be specified in the
Act-

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: Does the
Crown Law take the authority to make
these alterations?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: It is by regulation
in this Bill. The Bill also proposes to
double all the existing penalties in the
parent Act. If one refers to the schedule
of the Bill, It will be found that there are
three pages of alterations. Daily penalties
are being increased from £5 to £10. and
other penalties are being Increased from
£100 to £200, and so on. It does seem to
me that the penalties which are already in
the Act-and they are legion-are suffici-
ent. The company secretary and the com-
pany direetor are liable for a penalty of
some description In almost every step they
take.

Therefore, notwithstanding the change
in money values since 1947, 1 feel we should
hesitate before we double the penalties as
proposed in this Bill. I venture to suggest
that if it were a question of the Industrial
Arbitration Act and the penalties which it
contains, we would probably find the Gov-
ernment being not quite so ready to bring
down an amending Bill to double all the
penalties. On the contrary, If my memory

serves me rightly, it was only last year that
we had a Bill presented to us to either re-
duce the penalties or cancel them alto-
gether. When the Bill goes into Committee,
we should look at the question of these
penalties.

The Bill proposes also to vary the amount
of preferential claims with respect to
wages and salaries, having regard to the
change in money values. I do not see any
serious objection to that; but there is a
point in connection with preferential
claims which is a new idea so far as
Western Australia is concerned. It is
proposed to make holiday pay a prefer-
ential claim.

There is a decision of our Arbitration
Court which explains that holidays and
holiday pay are something entirely differ-
ent from salary. A man has a right to his
salary at the end of each week, but a
holiday is something which is essentially
given to him in order that he might re-
fresh himself in mind and body, and it
does not accrue until the end of the year.
It is something to which he has not a
right to the same extent as he has to a
salary. Seeing we are dealing with the
rights of creditors with a company in
liquidation-and in nine cases out of ten
I suppose it would be an insolvent company
which would involve a sacrifice by creWi-
tors--I would suggest to the member in
charge of the Bill that he might have
another look at that particular point and
consider whether it would be advisable to
delete that provision from the Bill.

With respect to receivers and managers.
the existing provisions of the Act, which
were copied largely from the United King-
dom legislation of 1929, have been brought
up to date and tightened up by copying
the provisions of the United Kingdom Act
of 1948.

The outstanding provision of the Bili
relates to unit trusts; and, as Mr. Wille-
see explained when moving the second
reading, unit trusts-which I found when
I was in England in 1934 were then Quite
an established institution in that country
-have in recent years become popular in
Australia. They have a particular appeal
because they provide the small investor
with the age-old advantage of spreading
his investment and not having to put all
his eggs in one basket.

A man with a substantial amount of
capital-say £1 .000-can probably invest
£100 in each of 10 companies: but a man
who has £50 or even £100 to invest
finds it is not practical politics to look
around for 10 companies in which to in-
vest his money. But by subscribing to
membership in what are known as unit
trusts, he can obtain a unit which repre-
sents a proportionate share in 10, 20, 50
or 100 public companies.

With the development of unit trusts, it
has been considered necessary to see that
the ordinary conditions of the Companies
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Act relating to the publication of pro-
spectuses and the prohibition of share
hawking should apply with equal force
to such trusts.

While on the question of share hawking,
although share hawking from house to
house, by personal canvassing, Is pro-
hibited with respect to shares in any com-
pany, and it is proposed by the Bill to
prohibit such activities in respect to shares
in unit trusts, no such provision is in-
cluded in the Building Societies Act with
respect to shares in building societies. I
suggest to the Minister that this omis-
sion is a matter to which the Goverrnent
might give its atteniton, because the evil
of share hawking on a house-to-house
basis applies no less to shares in building
societies than to shares in public com-
panies or unit trusts. I merely mention
that in passing.

The Bill proposes that every fixed trust,
as these companies are known, should lodge
with the Registrar of Companies, annually,
a list of all its members. Whilst with re-
spect to a limited company it may be
necessary or desirable that a list of the
members of the company should be lodged
each year with the Companies Office, I
find it difficult to see any justification
,for requiring the members of those fixed
trusts to have their names listed and
registered at the court. Alter all, they are
not direct shareholders in the company.
The shareholders of the company are still
-shown, if that information is wanted for
credit or other purposes.. But here there
is simply a group of persons pooling their
money to buy shares in companies.

It seems to me that if the trustees of
a fixed trust have to lodge with the Com-
panies Office the names of the many
thousands of persons who hold units in
the trust, they would, by so doing, pro-
vide a good mailing list for any cheapiack
company promoter; there would be a ready
made mailing list on which anyone with
a proposition not so good, could work.
because it would be a mailing list of many
-thousands of small people who might be
susceptible to plausible propaganda. In
addition I imagine that the lodging of the
annual return at the Companies Office
.Would entail a considerable amount of
work for the management of the trust.

Hon. W. F. Willesee: Would the man-
lagement have to lodge the return with
the Taxation Department?

Hon. H. K. WATSON:- I doubt it. The
department has in this State the form
A.D. which relates to dividends, although
the completion of that form is not required
to the same extent as it used to be. It
is not required at all In the other States,
-but for some reason or other it is in West-
ern Australia.

Hon. W. F. Willesee: -I wondered how
.the Taxation Department. would check the
dividends.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: The unit trusts
would probably have to lodge the return:
or alternatively each member would re-
ceive a notice which he would attach to
his income tax return. There has recently
been an income tax case on the question
of whether the capital profits that the
fixed trusts make are taxable in the hands
of the unit holders. It has been held that
they are not a taxable profit but a capital
one right through.

Another provision in the Bill seeks to
remove a pretty harsh provision with re-
spect to registered auditors and liquidators
who do not carry out their duties with the
efficiency and integrity required by the
Act. Under the Act a person is not per-
mitted to act as a company auditor or
a company liquidator unless he is regi-
stered; and provision is contained In the
Act that In cases of neglect or derelic-
tion of duty, the Registrar of Companies
may cancel the registration of the auditor
or liquidator.

At the moment this Is the only power
he has, so no matter how trifling the of-
fence, If the registrar feels it warrants
some punishment, the only thing he is per-
mitted to do is to cancel the registration
of the practitioner, which is rather drastic.
The Bill proposes to alleviate this position
by giving the registrar power to cancel or
suspend the registration, or to fine the
ptactitioner up to £100; or he may penalise
him by both a fine and suspension.

Hon. L. C. Diver: That is the auditor?
Hon. H. K WATSON: Yes.
Hon. L. C. Diver:. How about secretaries

and trustees?
Hon. H. K. WATSON: No, this deals

with auditors and liquidators. They are
the ones who have to be registered.

Hon. L. C. Diver: Do they have to be
qualified?

H-on. H. X. WATSON: Yes. In that
regard, the proposal in the Bill is a move
in the right direction, but on this matter
I feel, as on every other question, that
where a man's livelihood is at stake or a.
penalty is involved, his livelihood or the
general penalty should not be exclusively
in the hands of one man but that there
should be a right of appeal.

In this instance I consider there should
be a right of appeal to the court. If the
provision for appeal were included in the
Bill it would be futile for the person con-
cerned, if he had been punished fairly and
justly, to appeal, but on the other hand
if he felt he had been unduly punished,
that right of appeal would be available to
him. I think that is fair. The Bill Is essen-
tially a Committee measure. I support the
second reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.
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DBILL-LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT
(No. 1).

Second Reading.
Debate resumed from the 15th October.

HON. R. C. MATTISKE (Metropolitan)
(9.58]: The Bill has a twofold purpose-
firstly, to relax the restrictions of the Act
as they apply to railway refreshment
rooms to permit them to serve liquor to
travellers on railway road buses; and
secondly, to provide for hotel sites In
-new housing areas.

In connection with the former purpose,
the Bill goes a little. too far in that it not
only provides the machinery by which rail-
way road bus passengers may obtain re-
freshment in a manner applicable to rail-
way travellers, but it also varies an im-
portant principle inasmuch as it seeks to
provide that any person, whether he be a
bona fide traveller or not, may be per-
mitted to obtain liquor at railway refresh-
ment rooms during restricted periods of
trading.

These railway refreshment rooms pay
no licences; they pay no taxation; and
in general terms they do not have to com-
Ply with the very many restrictions placed
on hotelkeepers under the Licensing Act.
Therefore I feel that It is quite wrong to
permit them to serve liquor to any one
at all during the restricted periods of
trading provided under the Act.

The second point in the Bill, concern-
Ing the provision of hotel sites in new
housing areas, is quite a reasonable one.
But here again I think that the provision
needs a little tidying up. in that it would
be possible, if the Bill were passed in its
present form, for the State Housing Com-
mission, or some other State Instrumen-
tality, not only to provide for a hotel
site in the new subdivision, but also to
establish and conduct a hotel on that
site. I feel that this principle, too, is
wrong; and in order to cover both those
matters, I have prepared two amendments
which will be dealt with at the appropri-
ate time.

At present we have on the notice paper
two other Bills dealing with the Licensing
Act; and apparently these have been
kept at the bottom of the notice paper
so that the committee, which is at present
investigating all the aspects of this im-
portant legislation, may be able to consider
them and perhaps make some recom-
mendations embodying the provisions in
those two Bills.

I feel that this measure also should be
dealt with in that manner; and therefore
I hope that the Minister will see fit to
place it at the bottom of the notice paper
so that we will not have to give it further
consideration until after the findings of
the committee have been placed before us.

HON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland) [10.3]:
Like Mr. Mattiske, I believe that the
three Bills before us, all of a minor
nature, should be dealt with after the
committee investigating the Licensing Act
has submitted its investigations to the
Government. Two of these Bills have been
introduced by private members, and the
other one has been introduced by the
Government.

One of the private member's Bills deals
with the obtaining of two bottles from
clubs on Sundays; and the other, Intro-
duced by Mr. Baxter, deals with Sunday
trading in two or three hotels in the Mun-
daring area. The measure we are now dis-
cussing provides for the serving of liquor
to bus passengers, and also the provision
of hotel sites in new housing areas.

The committee investigating the Licens-
ing Act is not a select committee, but it
is one composed of members of both
Houses of Parliament. I am not prepared
to support any of these amendments to
the Licensing Act at present because I
think It would be wrong In principle.
These Bills should be sent to the commit-
tee for its consideration and advice; and
then, when Its recommendations are
brought before the Government and
the Government decides to take any notice
of them, that would be the time for us
to give consideration to them.

Just dealing briefly with this Bill, it is
in my opinion an attempt to give 9 o'clock
to 9 o'clock trading to railway refreshment
rooms which are now open purely for the
convenience of train passengers. In some
areas, such as Watheroo, where there is
no hotel nearer than 25 to 30 miles the
9 o'clock to 9 o'clock trading for the re-
freshment rooms would be quite suitable.

But in places such as Mullewa and
Yalgoo, where the hotels rely on the small
amount of business offering, 9 o'clock to
9 o'clock trading on the part of the re-
freshiment rooms would seriously affect
the publicans: and I am sure it would
be quite wrong. I believe that even now
at Yalgoo the Act is not policed as well
as it should be, and that a certain amount
of trade that rightfully belongs to the
local publican is going to the railway
refreshment rooms.

I do not think there is much wrong with
the provisions dealing with sites for hotels
in new housing areas, provided no more
State hotels are built, and provided the
sites are put up for auction by the Govern-
ment. I will agree that once It was known
that a site was to be for a hotel, and that
a licence would be granted immediately, the
value of the block would increase enor-
mously; and I would say that the State
Housing Commission would make substan-
tial profits on the sale of such land. How-
ever. I suppose that is something we can-
not overcome.

It Is my Intention to vote against all
three amendments! to the Licensing 'Act
until such time as they are considered by
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the committee to which I have referred.
and it has had an opportunity of studying
all the ramifications and presenting its
report to Parliament.

On motion by Hon. W. RL. Hall, debate
adjourned.

BILL--OPTOMETRISTS ACT
AMENDMENT.
Second Reading.

Debate resumed tram the 8th October.,

HON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland) [10.7]:
This is a. very small Bill introduced by Sir
Charles Latham; and while, at first, I was
inclined to disagree with its provisions, I
find after further consideration that it is
not as bad as I thought it was. When one
studies its provisions one finds that it
states--

Any person who not later than the
30th day of June, 1958, makes appli-
cation in the prescribed manner to the
board for registration under this Act,
and proves to the satisfaction of the
board-

The person making application must
prove himself to the board's satisfaction;,
therefore1 the final say rests with the board
itself and not with Parliament. We are
not giving an optometrist the right to
Practise; all we are doing is giving to the
board the right to say whether or not a
person shall practise. Because of that
safeguard, I think we could agree to the
measure.

A person making application must be
over the age of 21 years and be of good
character. The provision also requires
that the applicant must be able to indicate
that-

being a natural born, or a naturalised
British subject, he has resided con-
tinuously in the Commonwealth of
Australia for not less than five years
during which period he has resided in
Western Australia for at least two
years-

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: This man has
been here for five years.

Ron. L. A. LOGAN: It goes on-
and he had, for not less than five years
immediately prior to his coming to the
Commonwealth of Australia, been con-
tinuously and bona fide engaged In the
Practise of optometry, either as an
optometrist or optician; and he has
Passed a reasonable test in the work
of an optometrist prescribed by the
board.

So it appears that, throughout, the
board is In control of the situation; and
all we will do by passing this Bill Is to
enable it to sit in judgment on the
character and ability of any person making
application to it. I do not think there Is
anything wrong with the Bill, and I sup-
port the second reading.

HON. W. RL. HALL (North-East) 1 10.10];
I support the Bill because I can see nothing
wrong with it. Some years ago we passed
legislation enabling a person who had been
in Malaya, or one of the islands, to practise
optometry; and to my way of thinking
that man was quite efficient in his work,
arid was fully qualified. Provided a person
can pass a test prescribed by the board, I
think he should be allowed to practise.

It seems to me that in the metropolitan
area we are particularly short of profes-
sional men; and if one wants to interview
anyone connected with the medical profes-
sion, an optometrist, a chiropodist, or
somebody like that, one has to make an
appointment and wait for some days before
being attended to, &o I think It is time
that we allowed people who can pass the
necessary examinations to practise.

The public are entitled to this service;
and , after all, they pay dearly for It. As
long as a man Is efficient, can pass his
examinations to the satisfaction of the
board, and is of good character, there is
no reason why he should not be allowed to
practise in this State.

If I remember rightly some medical prac-
tioners who came to this country were not
permitted to practise for a certain period.
They might have been highly qualified; and
so I can see no reason why, if they pass all
the requirements, they should not be per-
mitted to practise. Some of those who
would be affected by this Bill would be
fully qualified, and no doubt could pass
the necessary examination. So long as they
do that they should be allowed to practise.

HON. SIR CHARLES LATHAM (Cen-
tral-in reply) (10.12]: 1 am very grate-
ful to those members who have seen the
'Bill in its proper light, and I am sorry
that some of my friends in the House have
not been here to hear the points that have
been made by some members.

There is no responsibility on this House
to say whether or not a man Is qualified
to practise. All we will be doing, by pass-
ing this Bill, is to place the responsibility
on those who are qualified to determine
whether or not a man has the necessary
knowledge. That has been the usual prac-
tice; and the only difference between this
and the normal method of going into
practice is that such a person has to spend
two or three years at the university, and
the rest of his time must be spent studying
and working in a place where he can get
his practical as well as his theoretical
knowledge.

The man in question is getting on In
years, and he has practised in Alexandria
and Cairo. I am very hopeful that the
board will agree that he is sufficiently
qualified, because there is no doubt in my
mind that he is. Some of these people are
making spectacles now, and it is far better
to let them know lust where they stand
instead of allowing people without the
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practical knowledge to go into the business.
I hope the House will agree to this mea-
sure, Years ago there was no control of
optometrists; in those days they were
known as opticians. All the men practising
at that time possessed qualifications simi-
lar to those held by the person intended to
be covered by this Bill. They did not have
the appliances which are in use today.

H-on. E. M. Heenan: We do not want to
go back to those days.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: No. The
person I am referring to seems to be high-
ly qualified; and under the Bill, the board
will be able to determine his qualifications.
by examination. I am pleased that the
Governent members In this House have
not made this a party measure. If members
were in a strange country, and they
possessed the same knowledge as this man
I am referring to, they would not like to
be called on to Pass examinations before
being able to practise in their profession
or calling.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes .... .. _ .... .... 15

Noes .. .

Mvajoi

Ayes.

Ron. G. Bennetta BC
son. J. Cunningham TH
Hon. E. Mi. Davies Hc
Ron. L. C. Diver Hi
Ban. J. 3. Garrlgan Ho
Hon. A. F. Griffith H
Hon. A. R. Jones Hi
Hon. Sir Chas. Latham

Noes.

Hon. E_ M. Heenan Bo
Hon, J, 0. Hislop III,
Bon. R. F. Hutchison no
Hon. 0.0C. MacKinnon Hc

Question thus passed.

.ty for.... 71

in. F. R. H. Lavery
on. L. A. Logan
on. C. H. Simpson
on. H. C. Strickland
ri. W, F. Wiliesee
on. F. J. S. Wise
on. W. B. Bali

(Teller.)

na. R. C. uatuake
n. H. 1K. Watson
nf. F. DL. Willmott
rn. J. Murray

(Teller.)

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.
Hon. L. A. Logan in the Chair; H-on.

Sir Charles Latham In charge of the Bill.
Clause I-agreed to.

Clause 2-Section 34B added:
Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: It is only right that

if the person concerned is to be permitted
to sit for an examination to enable him
to practise as an optometrist, he should
not only be able to make and fit spec-
tacles, but also to test eyesight. It is essen-
tial for him to know something about the
theory and practice of the profession, -as
well as the making of spectacles: I con-
sider that he should have to satisfy more
than a reasonable test in the work of an

optometrist prescribed by the board. He
should pass a reasonable theoretical and
practical test; in other words he should
know something about the training in
this profession.

It is not fair on students who have
undergone training at the University, and
who have learned the theory of the work,
to allow this Person to practise and give
advice on eyesight, to prescribe glasses,
and to say whether they are correct. He
should also have a basic understanding
of the profession. I therefore move an
amendment-

That alter the word "reasonable" in
line 24, page 2, the words "theoretical
and practical" be Inserted.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I oppose
Che amendment. The responsibility should
be placed on the board to determine what
t s a reasonable test. I want the board to
be satisfied.

Hon. J. G. HISLO)P: We should be real-
istic about this legislation. It is not a mat-
ter of being kind to one person. Here a
principle is being introduced which could
become very dangerous. The amendment
asks that a test be held both in the train-
ing and in the work of optometry; surely
that is a reasonable request. An opto-
metrist in testing sight and making glasses
may know little of the reasons behind the
work he is performing, so the request for
theoretical training Is made.

Hon. W. R. HAIL: I oppose the amend-
ment for the inclusion of the 'Words
"theoretical and practical." Under this,
any person aspiring to be an optometrist
has to go before the board to prove by ex-
amination that he is qualified in theory
and practice. People practising optometry
possess the necessary appliances to test
eyesight. They prescribe spectacles and the
type of lenses.

I would sooner see the word "reason-
able" deleted so as to prescribe that an
applicant has only to pass a test, not a rea-
sonable test, in the work of an optometrist.
The board is the best judge as to whether
an applicant possesses the qualifications
of an optometrist. In the metropolitan area
and in the Goldfields towns there is a
shortage of optometrists; therefore as long
as a person has the necessary qualifica-
tions, I am prepared to support any mea-
sure to enable him to practise.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: This Bill
only provides that between now and the
30th June next applications may be made
for registration under the Act. After the
30th June next, further legislation will be
required. It does not set aside the existing
Act altogether.

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: The letter front the
Optometrists Board indicates that this
person does not possess the necessary
qualifications.
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Ron. Sir Charles Latham: Then the
board can reject him. Let the board take
the responsibility.

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: It has already
taken the responsibility. It has refused
to permit this man to practise because he
has not the qualifications.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: Nothing of
the sort.

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: This is what the
letter from the registrar of the board con-
tains-

This man first applied to this board
for registration in 1952, but as he did
not possess the qualifications as set
out in Rule 30 the board had no alter-
native but to advise him that he could
not be registered under the Act.

Hon. L. C. Diver: What rule is that?

Hon. J1. G, HISLOP: one of its own, Do
members not think that we must protect
our own students by asking that this man
should know something about the job both
in regard to theory and practice?

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: You haven't
any confidence in the board.

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: I have not much
confidence In the wording of the Bill.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham:, Or in the
board.

Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: I have little con-
fidence in anyone attempting to introduce
this sort of measure all the time which
whittles away a standard which an attempt
is being made to maintain in this State in
all these ancillary services. We are only
lessening in the eyes of those who are
going to practise in this way the value of
the work. I am very concerned that we
should not continually introduce measures
of this kind.

Hon. Sir Charles Lathamn: I give you my
word 1 will never introduce another one!

Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: I hope I will never
see another one of this sort introduced in
this Place. It could be a dangerous pre-
cedent.

Hon. E. M. HEENAN: I think there is a
lot of merit in the amendment. Dr. Hislop
takes the view that we are not here to con-
sider the particular interest of an indiv-
idual but the interest of the community;,
and I think it is only right and in accord-
ance with our duty to the public that we
should do what lies in our power to ensure
that People who aspire to test people's eyes
and make glasses for them and charge
them fees should pass proper and adequate
standards.

I do not know anything about the occu-
pation of optometry; but I do know the
eye Is a most delicate part of the human

body, and that when we trust it to the
keeping of certain people it is only right
that we should do what we can to ensure
that very high standards are maintained
by those people. We know that in the early
days folk travelled around country dis-
tricts, made tests of people's eyes, and
prescribed spectacles which led to a good
deal of suffering.

Now the profession has decent stan-
dards, and people have to qualify in an
adequate way. That is something that
is due to the public and especially to
people in country areas who do not know
who's who. A man visits a town and
subjects all and sundry to tests, makes
glasses, and charges them pretty high fees;
and their welfare is at stake.

I do not think that the amendment will
do any harm. These people need to know
some theory and to have a good deal of
practical knowledge; and by inserting the
words proposed by Dr. Hislop, we will in-
dicate to the board that that Is the type
of test a man should be able to pass. We
would he failing In our duty if we did
not do something along these lines.

Ho n. L, C. DIVER: There is no pro-
fessional man I admire more than the
optometrist, because I am one of those
unfortunate people 'who were born with
very inferior eyesight. At an early age
I was taken to professional eye doctors;
but it was not until I gave them away
and went to an optometrist that I could
see a sheep in my paddock half a mile
away. So I have every reason to be grate-
ful to these people, and that was before
there were qualifications.

We have passed laws that people must
do certain things and reach certain stan-
dards, but the real acid. test comes with
the passing on of that knowledge to the
persons submitting themselves for exam-
ination. We have a board which issues a
certificate of worthiness- to candidates
which it thinks fit to engage in the pro-
fession. The Bill leaves the responsibility
to the board to make a determination.
Surely if we insert these words we show
a lack of confidence in the people charged
with that responsibility.

Not wishing to affront that board, and
having every confidence in It and in the
optometrists practising in Western Aus-
tralia; and feeling sure that the board
will see that the standards are not
lowered. I propose to support the clause
as printed.

Hon. R. C. MA=rSKE: I am surprised
there has been so much debate on this
matter. The purpose of the amendment
is to clarify for the benefit of the board
the intention of Parliament that these
two aspects should be included In the par-
ticular examination. At present the Bill
provides that a man shall pass a reason-
able examination. That would imply
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theoretical and practical knowledge, and
the amendment simply clarifies the pasi-
tion.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes .... .... .... .. 12

Majority for .. 2

Ayes.
Bon. E. Mi. Davies
Mon. E. Mi. Heenan
Eon. J. S. Hiclap
Bon. R. F. Hutchlson
Hon. 0. MacKinnon
Hon. H. C. hiattieke

Han. J. Murray
Ron. H. C. Stricland
non. R. K. Watson
Hon. W. F. Willesee
'Eon. P. D. Wilimott
Eon. A. F. Grifftb

(Teller.)

Noes.

Bon. 0. Benasits Hon. A. H. Jones
Ron. J. Cunningham Hon. Sir Chas, Latham
Eon. L. C. Diver Eon. P. R, H. Lavery
Ron. J. J. Garrigan Eon. F. J. $. Wise
Hon. 0. E. Jeffery Mon. W. R, Hall

(Teller.)

Amendment thus Passed; the clause, as
amended, agreed to.

Title-agreed to,
Bill reported with an amendment,

House adjourned at 10.4d p.m.

IG2roUututitw Asriubt
Tuesday, 22nd October, 1957.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

L-AND AGENTS BOARD.

Capacity, Ability and Integrity of
Members.

Mr. JOHNSON asked the Minister for
Justice:

(1) Have any complaints as to the
capacity, ability, or' integrity of any mem-
ber of the Land Agents Board been
received?
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